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Profile-------, DIVERSE LOOK AT THE UNIVERSITY OF l\lINNESOTA, l\lORRIS

University of Minnesota, Morris

What about Horace?
Whe n Sam uel Sc hu man,

Volume I, Edition 3, Spring 1997

Chancellor David Johnson will retire in 1998

UMM vice chancellor for academic affairs and dean, says that UMM has a
disproportionately large number of
Horace T. Morse Award recipients, he's
not kidding.
Here's the list:
1965-66 None
1966-67 0 . Truman Driggs, Jr. ,
history
1967-68 James C. Gremmels
English
1968-69 Raymond J. Lammers,
speech/theater
Theodore Uehling,
phil osophy
1969-70 Cl ifton Gray, psychology
1970-7 1 William 0 . Peterfi, political
science
1971 -72 Eric Klinger, psychology
1972-73 Jooinn Lee, political science
1973-74 Bernice Lund, mathematics
1974-75 Ted Underwood, history
1975-76 James B. Togeas, chemistry
1976-77 Kenneth J. Nafziger, music
Ernest D. Kemble,
psychology
1977-78 None
1978-79 Peter A. French, philosophy
1979-80 Joseph J. Latterell
chemistry
Frederick W. Peterson, art
history
1980-8 l None
1981-82 Roland L. Guyotte, history
1982-83 James B. Van Alstine,
geology
1983-84 Wilbert H . Ahem, history
1984-85 Mariam D. Frenier, history
1985-89 None
1989-90 James F.P. Cotter, geology
1990-91 Van Gooch, biology
1991-92 No nominees
1992-93 James Carlson, music
1993-94 No nominees
1994-95 None
1995.-96 Jennifred Nellis, art
1996-97 Engin Sungur, math
The Morris campus accounts
for I 0.08 % of the awards given duri ng
the 32-year history of the program, while
having approximately only 3.3% (1 996
fig ures) of the University system 's tenure and tenure-track faculty.

--In these pages-•UMM's Extended Family
read about the Blok family
of Starbuck ... page 3
•Director of Athletics Mark
Fohl 's column ...page 5
•Jazz Fest Photos ... page JO
•Homecoming '97
a sneak preview ... page 13

JUDY RILEY University Relations

. David Johnson has announced that he will retire as chancellor of the University of Minnesota, Morris effective June 30,
1998. In making the announcement at the April 14 meeting of
the UMM Campus Assembly,
Johnson said, "The timing of my
decision is just right. A new chancellor should be appointed by a
new president. President-designate Yudof (Mark Yudof, who
willl assume the University of THE INAUGURATION Chancellor David Johnson receives congiratulations from University of Minnesota president Nils Hassel mo during the May 1991 Inauguration ceremoMinnesota presidency July 1, nies.
(file photo)
1997) should be involved from
In the process of making has weighed the timing of his
the very beginning in the selechis decision, Johnson added, he departure with an emphasis on
tion of a successor."
CHANCELLOR continued on page 4

Citizens group pushing hard for new science facility at UMM
LIZ MORRISON ('74)

A group of local citizens is leading the push for a new $28 million science
facility at UMM.
The West Central Educational
Development Association (WCEDA)
kicked off a drive to galvanize public support for the science project at a breakfast
mee,ting on May 21 at the Prairie Inn,
Morris.
"A strong demonstration of public support will be vital in convincing the
legislature to fund this project," said Dennis Ellefson of Morris, co-chair of the
WCEDA steering committee.

The proposed UMM science facility is part of the University's nearly $180
million 1998 capital request, which also
includes major building projects on the
Duluth and Minneapolis campuses. However, the legislature is unlikely to appropriate more than $100 million for building at
the University next year, said Liz Morrison,
a UMM alumna from Morris, who is serving
with Ellefson as co-chair of the WCEDA
steering committee. "Some building projects
will almost certainly get bumped. We're
very concerned that in the scramble for funds,
UMM could be left out in the cold."
The current science facilities at
UMM are 30 years old and badly out of date,

said Morrison, a newspaper reporter. "New
high schools all around west central Minnesota have better sciience facilities than
UMM has," she added. With half of UMM
freshmen declaring an interest in science
and math majors, "UMM must upgrade its
science facilities to remain competitive."
A strong UMM is essential to the
economic health of this region, too, said
Ellefson, division manager of Otter Tail
Power Company. He pointed out that UMM
adds a community of 2,500 faculty, staff
and students to the area, and pumps more
than $1 S million a year into the area
WCEDA continued on page 10

Math professor joins "disproportionately large Morris contingent"

Engin Sungur is Horace T. Morse
A,ward recipient
tion .

JUDY RILEY University Relations

It comes as no surprise to members of the University of Minnesota,
Moniscommunity that one of this year's
recipients of the prestigious Horace T.
Morse- UniversityofMinnesotaAlumni
Award is Engin Sungur, UMM associate professor of mathematics. The award
is presented as a mark of excellence in
undergraduate teaching. Sungur, they
say, fits the bill.
A member of the UMM math
faculty since 1990, Sungur "joins a disproportionately large contingent of
UMM Morse Award winners," says
Samuel Schuman, UMM vice chancellor for academic affairs and dean, who
made the announcement.
"UMM is an outstanding place
to motivate and encourage students, faculty and staff to do their best," commented Sungur. "Without the support
ofthf: UMM community, (UMM) chemistry professor Jim Togeas, and my wife,
Lamia, I would not be able to get this

Engin Sungur
(photo by Dave Schmitz '97)
award. There are about 140otherUMM
faculty who are more deserving of this
award than I."
The awards are named for a
former dean of General College and
were previously supported by the Amoco
Foundation. The Senate Committee on
Education Policy (SCEP) conducts the
award program to provide tangible allUniversity recognition to individuals
who have demonstrated their strong
commitment and outstanding contributions to 1996-97 undergraduate educa-

"The award criteria are five in
number: teaching, advising, research ,
academic program development, and
educational leadership," explained
Togeas. "It is not expected that a successful candidate for the award will
have made contributions in all five areas, but Engin is strong in all of them .
He has a wide conception of
what it means to be an educator, one that
is shaped by his training as a city planner. The planner must understand the
relationship of one building to another,
of the buildings to the city's system of
transportation , and of the city to its
region . A building is not an isolated
object, and a city is not an isolated
collection of buildings and roads."
"Similarly,"
continued
Togeas, "a professor of mathematics
cannot reduce studients to classes of
math op ho bes and maithophiles, but must
SUNGUR ,continued on page!S
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Biologist Chris Cole is recipient of.new Alumni
Association Teaching Award
ARDEN GRANGER University Relations
Christopher T. Cole, associate
professor of biology, is the first recipient of the new University of Minnesota,
Morris Alumni Association Teaching
Award. The Award was established by
the UMM Alumni Association to honor
one UMM faculty member each year
for his or her outstanding contributions
to undergraduate education. A member
of the faculty since 1989, Cole will receive $1,000. In addition, his discipline
will be given $500 to be used by the
recipient.
"I teach out of fascination with
and love for the living world and gratitude to the teachers who opened biology
to me, so I feel honored by the curiosity
and effort students bring as I get to pass
this on to them. I go into classes looking
forward to the people there and to this
opportunity," Cole says. He teaches
courses in genetics, plant biology, molecular biology, and conservation biology.
In nominating him for the

teaching award, several students cited
Cole's "dynamic teaching style, experience in research, broad knowledge of
current research, and friendly personal

Chris Cole
David Morrison '97)

(photo by

ity." They said they appreciate his "open
door" policy and accessibility as an adviser and mentor.

Cole says he tries to make his
courses both challenging and fun. From
student suggestions, he has developed
several imaginative and enjoyable teaching techniques such as molecular biology versions of "Jeopardy" and
"Pictionary." He has also designed several new courses in the areas of genetics,
molecular biology and botany.
An active researcher with colleagues as well as in his own work, Cole
has also worked with numerous students on research projects under the
Undergraduate Research Opportunities
Program for the past six years.
A native of Minnesota, Cole
earned his bachelor's degree from Brown
University, Providence, R.I., and his
master's and doctoral degrees from the
University of Minnesota.
The teaching award was presented by UMM Alumni Association
president Spencer Kvam ('76) at UMM' s
Student Honors and Awards program in
May.

Grant coordinator named

Not to be taken for granted...
•Disability Services Grant

Broderick Powell will facilitate American Express grant

Disability Services is one of
five organizations to receive a grant
from the Minnesota STAR program.
The grant was requested to establish a
scanner/ sythesizer station that would
include CCTV (close-captioned television) technology for enlarging print
The visually impaired/blind
and learning disabled individuals in the
Morris region do not have access to text
in alternate formats. Disability Services
has had to order audio-cassette tapes for
those who need assistance. The tapes
can take two to six weeks for delivery ,
depending on availability.
Included in the scanner station
is a CCTV system, a scanner, and a PC
monitor with voice input and other options. The equipment, which will hopefully be set up for use by the end of
February, will be located in front of the
Disability Services office in the Rodney
Briggs Library on the UMM campus,

JASON LINA ('97) UMM News Service

students to tour American Express facilities. The involvement of American
Express in the MAMP program will also
extend to its employees, several of whom
have shown an interest in acting as mentors for UMM MAMP students. American Express also hopes to create opportunities for all mentors and students to
gather together in Minneapolis atAmeri-

Since 1992, one of the major
priorities of the Minority Student Program Alumni at the University of Minnesota, Morris has been to establish a
mentorship projectforminority students
at UMM. With a recent grant from the
American Express Minnesota Philanthropic Program, that priority looks to
become a reality .
Powell sees the MAMP as a
The American Express grant,
chance for minority students to
submitted by Madeline Maxeiner, assistant to the chancellor for external
use their mentors to learn how
affairs, in cooperation with MSP directo network and make contacts
tor Bill Stewart on behalf of the MSP
that will aid them in theirfuture
Alumni , has already been used to help
endeavors.
establish a Minority Alumni Mentorship
Project (MAMP) at UMM. The grant is
for two years, with second year funding can Express facilities.
Maxeiner and Powell are workcontingent upon MAMP demonstrating
results in fulfilling its mission . Accord- ing together with Stewart to ·build a
ing to Maxeiner, the American Express resource network for the MAMP profunds have been used to establish, in gram. Followingthesecondyear,Americooperation with Minority Student Pro- can Express Grant funds will no longer
grams, a network of UMM minority . be available and UMM will continue
alumni which will help facilitate minor- withtheMAMPonitsown , TheMAMP
ity students in completing college and program will first be implemented this
achieving successful careers. Ameri- fall with the students in UMM's Gatecan Express grant funds have also been way Program for incoming minority
used to pay the salary ofMAMP coordi- freshmen.
nator, Broderick Powell, who also serves
as a UMM teaching specialist and assistant coach,
According to Powell , the
MAMP will be a sort of "buddy program" where mentors act as big brothers and sisters to UMM minority students. Powell sees the time commitment for mentors to be minimal, usually · ·
just a phone call a week. He believes it
Profile is published three times a year
is also important for mentors and stuby the Office of University Relations
dents to be able to put a face to each
in cooperation with the Alumni Assoother and hopes that at least once a year
ciation and the Office of the Chancelmentors and students will be able to
lor at the University of Minnesota,
meet one another. Letters have already
Morris. Questions or comments may
been sent out to UMM minority alumni
be directed to Judy Riley, Office of
requesting their assistance and particiUniversity Relations, 11 Education,
pation as mentors in the MAMP proUMM, Morris, MN 56267-2134, 320/
gram.
589-6050. Questions or comments from
In addition to funding assis- · alumni may be directed to David Kelly ,
tance, American Express will also procoordinator of alumni affairs, 312
vide guest lectures for MAMP students
Behmler Hall, UMM, Morris, MN
and provide opportunities for MAMP
56267-2134, 320/589-6066.

•Swell Grant
Joan Leong, assistant professor of biology, received a UMM Campus Compact grant to help students in
her Biology I 006 Entomology class produce learning materials about insects
for the Scandia Woods Environmental
Learning Laboratory (SWELL). Leong
sees the grant as an opportunity for her
students to extend their classroom learnGRANTS continued on page 4
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.9L Conversation 'Witli...
UMM is a family tradition

The house that Bloks bought
JASON LINA ('97) University Relations

As any college financial
aid applicant knows, a certain
portion of higher education expenses are expected to be assumed
by the student's parents. For
Harry and Judy Blok of Starbuck,
that parental contribution for their
children came in a very different
form. They bought a house. Not
just any house though. This
house, located on East Second
Street in Morris, has become a
sort of Blok family dormitory over
the past several years.
According to Eddie Blok,
a junior at the University of Minnesota, Morris, and the current
occupant of the Blok house, the
Blok family first devised the idea
of buying a house in Morris when
the oldest daughter, Luanne, began college at UMM six years
ago. The cost in terms of time and
money commuting back and forth
between Morris and Starbuck
soon mounted. With the prospect
of the oldest son, Brian, beginning college the next year, the
Blok family quickly realized the

financial benefits of buying a
house in Morris.
In addition to rent, food
and commuting costs, the family
benefitted by renting out the house
during the period between Brian's
graduation from college and
Eddie's admission to UMM.
What's it like to live in
your own house during college?
According to Eddie, it's great. "I
talked one of my best friends into
coming to UMM too and so now
I'm living with my best friend as
a roommate."
Luanne currently teaches
band and choir in the Phillips,
Wis. school district and at two
other schools in the Phillips area.
She also gives piano lessons.
Brian is attending the University
of Western Illinois.
There is still one more
Blok yet to go to college - high
school sophomore Gary Blok.
Will Gary chose UMM as well?
"I think so," Eddie says. "Once
he figures out the financial benefits of UMM and the school"s
reputation, I think he' 11 choose
Morris too."

Sam Schuman
Sam Schuman is the vice chancellor
for academic affairs and dean at the
University of Minnesota, Morris.

We're CONVERTING...
By legislative mandate, ALL
public post-secondary institutions in
Minnesota, including the four branches
of the University of Minnesota and the
entire Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities (MnSCU) system, are in
the process of switching from the quarter calendar to the semester system.
What this means, practically, is that,
beginning in the fall of the 1999-2000
school year, UMM will operate with
two, 14-week semesters, rather than
the current three, l 0-week quarters (the
extra weeks of the current system will
be recaptured in a short "May term.")
For the past two academic years, coordinating and overseeing the incredibly
complicated process of revising
UMM's entire institutional calendar
has been perhaps the single greatest
responsibility of the Dean's office ... an
assignment which has varied from the
maddening to the fascinating.
Consider some of the implications of the conversion process:
--Every single course, major,
minor, and program offered by the
college needs to be reconsidered.
--The General Education program ofUM M, which has traditionally
constituted about halfofevery student's
academic work h e re, n eeds to be rein-

THE BLOK FAMILY Back: Ed ('99), Gary, Harry and Brian ('95). Front: Ron Angelo,
Luanne (Blok) Angelo ('94), Judy, Melissa Tondello (Brian's fiancee) .

UMM-style

Flood relief efforts
JUDY RILEY University Relations

As this edition of Profile goes
to press, an outpouring of volunteerism
is evident across the campus of the University of Minnesota, Morris. The generosity and selflessness of students, staff
and faculty is no surprise to those who
know UMM and its sense of community
and outreach.
To the best of our knowledge,
here is what has been done so far:
•Approximately 50 UMM staff
and students boarded the Cougar bus on
two Thursdays in May to assist in flood
relief efforts in Breckenridge, Minn.
The campuswide effort was coordinated by UMM-staffers, Brenda Boever,
Advising; Carol McCannon, StudentActivities; Roger McCannon and Rose
Murphy, both of University College/.
Continuing Education and Extension;
and Judy Riley, University Relations,
with support of the UMM administra-

tion.
•Students in Kathryn Gonier's
College Writing 1302 class have adopted
the flood story as a class assignment.
They are documenting in both prose
and photography the flood from its origin to the flood relief efforts.
•UMM students from Grand
Forks and East Grand Forks, one of
them Kandee Normandin, spearheaded
an effort to help their families and many
others "back home." Collection boxes
for donations were set up in the Student
Center. The students also arranged to
have the collection transported by UPS
to the flood sites.
•The UMM Concert Choir performed a nearly impromptu benefit concert on behalf of the residents of Ada,
Minn., in April. Their scheduled Ada
concert, as part of the choir's annual
FCOOD continued on page 11

vented. Part of this discussion is the
fate of the "common course, " most
recently, the "Inquiry" course.
--The basic workload of both
students andfaculty must be redefined.
How many courses will a "typical "
student take each term? How many
will a faculty member teach ?
--What will our daily, weekly,
and yearly calendars actually look like?
When, and for how long, will classes
meet, for example.
--Since the moment of actual
conversion will occur in the midst of
the academic careers of sophomores,
juniors and seniors at UMM in the fall
of '99, we must be especially mindful of
how the switch will effect their progress
towards graduation.
There are, obviously, a host
of other issues which Semester Conversion demands we address: what we
do about final exams; changing all our
written materials so as to delete the
word "quarter" and substitute "semester" ; conversion will have an impact
upon Orientation and Graduation dates,
etc.
Not surprisingly, UMM ' s
hardworking and talented faculty and
staff (and student body) are making
remarkable progress in moving us towards the "moment of truth." Many,
perhaps even most, of the largest issues have either been resolved, or are
moving towards resolution. Our calendar is set: classes will move to a Monday-Wednesday-Friday or TuesdayThursday sequence; the academic year
will begin and end several weeks earlier, so as to permit the semester break
to occur at the Christmas/New Year
holiday. We have established four semester credits as the normal course of

Sam Schuman
five quarter credits. Where faculty now
teach approximately 30 quarter credits
per year, they will switch to about 20
semester credits, which translates to
five courses, in relation to the current
six per year. Students will take four,
four-credit courses a term, so that graduation will require around 120 semester
credits, as opposed to the current 180
quarter credit hours.
A bit more substantively, we
are currently weighing proposals of
two campus task forces on the matter
of General Education and the Common Course. A group headed by political scientist and Social Sciences division chair Jooinn Lee has proposed a
common experience which seeks to
combine the best elements of two prior
models, the "freshman seminar" (where
each participating faculty member offered her or his own, unique, introductory class) and the "common course"
such as Inquiry, where every class followed a shared common syllabus.
Meanwhile, another group,
led by chemist Jim Togeas, has proposed a modification of our current
General Education program which,
while preserving the assets of PROSPER, will make that set of requirements more easily understood, more
clearly explained, and more solidly
linked to the "Minnesota Transfer Curriculum ."
Finally, each teacher, each
academic discipline and each of the
four divisions has now completed the
challenging and huge task of rewriting
courses and majors, and the complete
new curriculum is moving through
college-wide scrutiny and approval via
the Curriculum Committee and the
Campus Assembly.
Obviously, much remains to
be done, but an enormous volume of
good work has already been accomplished. We don't expect everything to
be perfect as we move forward with
this task; it is too complicated and we
are breaking too much new ground.
But everyone at UMM is committed to
making the conversion as smooth and
as "student friendly" as it is humanly
possible to be.
It is my personal hope that, a
few years into the next century, when
we have had a chance to settle into the
Semester Calendar, we will look back
on the process rather like the task of
repainting a good car; the same old
engine will be purring along, nobody
will be able to tell from looking that a
rather dramatic change has taken place,
but there will be a solid, shiny, functional new look that will last for many
many more productive years.
page 3

Reaching •8ut

Two local businesses get the ball rolling

$125,000 pledges spark fundraising for
regional fitness/recreation center
Two local businesses with
longtime ties to Morris have made initial pledges of $125,000 each for the
proposed Regional Fitness/Recreation
Center. Riley Bros Construction, and
Kleespie Tank and Petroleum Equipment, both of Morris, announced their
commitment to the facility March 13.
"We believe that the investments we make in our local community
will not only benefit the current residents, but also will offer many opportunities to our young people by encouraging them to remain near their roots,"
said Bob Kleespie, co-owner of Kleespie
Tank.
Kleespie added that "the ability to offer the opportunities of an urban
area but also the nurturing of a local
community is what will attract families,
prospective employees, and diversity to
our rural area. The Kleespie team believes that this fitness center is an important step in the physical and social
aspects of a healthy lifestyle and in the

continued prosperity of our rural community."
"This.will be a great way for us
to recruit and keep employees in the
area," said Joe Riley, co-owner of Riley
Bros. "This is an excellent opportunity
for Riley Bros to help add to the quality
of life so many of us have grown to
appreciate in west central Minnesota.
Plus, the community deserves it (the
fitness/rec center). We can't let this opportunity get away from us."
Each of these pledges will be
gifted in amounts of $25,000 per year
over a period of five years.
"This is a prime example of the
type oflocal commitment we wish for in
this project," said Task Force member
Vivi.an Heltemes. Both Riley Bros owners, Joe and John Riley, and Kleespie
Tank owners, Bob, Bill, and Bruce
Kleespie, are native sons of Morris.
"They were born, raised, schooled, have
worked, and now have established successful businesses right here in Morris

- businesses which already have added lie schools, the city ofMorris, and UMM,
to the growth and enrichment of the city is that the Center be flexible in its schedand areas far beyond.
uling, accessible, and affordable.
And now they wish to see ·
The project is a part ofUMM' s
Morris continue to provide the type of $28 million capital request to the 1998
environment from which they and their legislature for an addition to the Science
children after them can benefit," contin- Building. Of that request, $2.5 million
is fortheFitness/Recreation Center. The
ued Heltemes.
The Regional Fitness/Recre- Regional Fitness/Recreation Center
ation Center is a collaborative venture Task Force is seeking matching funds
which will serve the surrounding area (for up to $2.5 million) locally through
and the University of Minnesota, Mor- tax-deductible contributions and grants.
ris campus. The Center will be added to It is anticipated a portion of that $2.5
the exisiting Physical Education Center million - perhaps half - will need to
on the campus and include a walking/ be funded through a county-wide tax
jogging track; cardiovascular fitness referendum.
area; 0-depth entry pool for water reha"The gifts from Riley Bros and
bilitation, water aerobics, and recre- Klees pie Tank are inspiring to all of us,"
ational use; a water slide; and basketball said Heltemes. "If the fitness/rec center
courts which can be used as tennis courts, project is to succeed, we will need local
volleyball courts, batting cages, and for support and enthusiasm at all levels.
recreational dance and social activities. These leadership pledges signal the beAll age groups are being considered in ginning of a successful region-wide efthe design and planning of the facility. fort."
A primary concern of the ReAnyone interested in volungional Fitness/Recreation Center Task teering to assist with this project or in
Force, which includes the interests of making a contribution should contact
the Stevens Community Medical Cen- Heltemes at (320) 589-6067.
ter, Stevens County Public Health, pub-

Retirees honored, awards presented on May 14

Campus Recognition Day
Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs and Dean Samuel Schuman presided over the annual Student Honors
and Awards Day, held May 14. Chris
Cole, associate professor of biology,
was presented the First Annual UMM
Alumni Association Teaching Award
by Spencer Kvam, president of the UMM
Alumni Association. Cole addressed the
event on the topic of "Merlin and the
Dragons of Ignorance."
The following honors and
awards were presented:
Curtis H. Larson (senior commencement speaker): Lue Her, St. Paul
Chancellor's
Award:
Bryan
Vickstrom, Fergus Falls
Allen W. Edson: Jason Kohler, Tyler
Mary Martelle Memorial Award:
Lue Her, St. Paul, student recipient
Judy Riley, Morris, staff recipient
American Indian Salt Springs Award:
Jennifer Redlin, Watertown, S.D.
Abbott Award in Physics: Derrick
Hilger, Luverne
Natalie Benoit Memorial Award:
Andrea VanEngelenhoven, West Fargo,
N.D.
Chris Berg Memorial Award: Rebecca
LaRosh, Onida, S.D.
Roy Grohs Award: Brian Kirlin, Avoca
Arnold Henjum Award: Scott
Malecha, New Prague
Willis Kelly Award: Jill Pollard, Grand
Forks, S.D.
Jay Y. Roshal Award: Michael
Schneider, Little Falls
William R. Scarborough Memorial
Award: Lue Her
Red Severson Award: Todd Hanson,
David Berntson, and Justin Black, all of
Duluth; Eric Sczublewski, Little Falls;
and Tory Spanier, Paynesville
SPS Chemistry Award: Ryan James,
Beresford, S.D.
page4

Wall Street Journal· Award: Chad
Dolly;
Scholars of the Colle&e
Joel Anderson, Echo; Andrew
Bobst, Sebeka; Chad Dolly, Winthrop;
Lisa Hollermann, Farwell; Ryan James,
Beresford, S.D.; Robert Kess, Litchfield;
Jason Kohler, Tyler; Megan Mahn, Plymouth ; Karl Manske, Anthony; Kelly
Murphy, Plymouth; Kristopher Nelson,
Willmar; Kristian Roth, St. Cloud; Jessica Schomberg, Austin; Randall Smith,
Pine Springs; Keith Vertanen, Pine
Springs; and Craig Wilcox, New York
Mills.

CHANCELLOR continued from page I

the importance of seeing the
Morr; : Science Project to a successful conclusion.
Johnson's plans for his
life after the chancellorship are to
be a volunteer for the
American
Cancer Society in an

Ten Faculty and Staff To Retire
Ten members of the UMM faculty and staff who have retired or are
planning to retire were recognized at an
evening banquet. They are: Liz
Ascheman, building and grounds
worker; Joyce Cain, principal secretary, outreach
Department of Athletics; John Detlef, function for
assistant professor of math; Art Durkee, widowers,
UMM bus driver; Arden Granger, coor- to "enhance
dinator of special events; Liselotte the liberal
Gumpel, professor of German; May
Jesseph, Rodney Briggs Library; Bea arts experiNelson, executive secretary, Division ence
for
of the Humanities; and Ellen Ordway, ·· adults by
professorofbiology. Jack Peterson, who leading hikworked in various capacities in Plant ing trips in Scandinavia," and to
Services for 27 years and who died
April 29, 1997, washonoredasaretiree. help UMM iri its fundraising efAlso being retired is the Cou- forts. He does not plan to claim
gar bus, effective July 1.
his tenured professorship in sociOthers recognized were Judy ology at UMM.
Riley; Chris Cole; Engin Sungur, assoOnly the third chancellor
ciate professor of mathematics, Horace
T. Morse-University of Minnesota in UMM' s 37-year history,
Alumni Award; and recipients of Out- Johnson was formally installed
standing Staff Awards: Jayne Hacker, as chancellor during an inauguraAFSCME; Maurice "Tip" Tipcke, Civil tion ceremony on May 10, 1991.
Service, and Ann Vangstad, Teamsters.
A native of Grand Rap-

ids, Minn., Johnson earned a
bachelor's degree from Gustavus
Adolphus, and a master of arts
and doctoral degrees in sociology from the University oflowa,
Iowa City. He is a 1981 graduate
· of the Harvard University Institute for Educational Management.
Johnson's retirement will
be effective
June 30, 1998.
His successor
will be selected following a nationwide search.

GRANT continued from page 2

ing into the Morris community and as a
way for the students to apply their knowledge in a practical way.
The class of non-biology majors will work to create several displays
for SWELL, located just outside of
Morris and used primarily by local elementary schools to give students a more
hands-on approach to learning about the
environment. Swell property is owned
by UMM alum, Karl Retzlaff ('67).

Proving a Point
Senior Todd Hanso n is
Cougar men 's basketball
all-time leading scorer

It will be my pleasure to write a short column in each issue of Profile to update
former UMM students about happenings in the athletic department. As this is the
first column, there is some catching up to do.
-Mark Fohl

SEAN ANDERSON ('00) University Relations

L

ongtime athletic secretary, Joyce Cain, retired
early this year. She has been undergoing treatment for cancer; however, things
are going well, and she stops in the
office quite often to visit. She has greatly
appreciated the get well wishes from the
many former athletes who have passed
her desk. We miss Joyce and wish her
well.
Overall, our athletic programs have
been very competitive in the NSIC
(Northern Sun Intercollegiate ConferMark Fohl
ence). Our football team, however, has
struggled to be competitive. There have
been problems with the retention of players and coaches that is very typical of
struggling programs. It is taking longer to bring it back than we hoped it would, but
there is optimism that we will be competitive again in the near future.
•The Cougar volleyball, wrf'stling, and men's and women's basketball
teams all finished in the top half of the conference this year.
•Gary McGrath led the men's golf team to their first ever NSIC championship.
•The women's basketball team finished I 8-8, the best record they've had
since /983.
•The men's basketball team was in contention for the conference championship and NCAA Division II playoffs until the final two games of the season.
•The wrestling team was runner-up in the conference tournament and had
their first ever NCAA Division II national tournament qualifier, a freshman.
•The I 996 baseball team finished second in the conference, their best
finish in a number of years.
All in all, it has been a pretty good year.
In an effort to increase opportunities for women athletes at UMM we have
added two programs. Our cross country team competed for the first time in the fall,
and our women's wrestling team has been competing for a couple of years. Our
women wrestlers won the first ever National Women's University Wrestling
Championships hosted by UMM in February. We have plans to add soccer for
women as soon as it is feasible .
We greatly appreciate those of you who made financial contributions to
our athletic department. Rising costs and tight budgets have made it difficult for our
coaches to do all of the things they would like to do in their programs. Last year,
the students at UMM showed their support by instituting an athletic fee of $10 per
quarter. Those funds have helped tremendously. Virtually all of our coaches do
various kinds of fund raising to support their programs. Many of you have been
kind enough to contribute.
Please feel free to call or write anytime. Your comments or sugggestions
are always welcome. Maybe you have some ideas for the next column in Profile.

...

IT'SA WRAP
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
The women's basketball team
finished 6-6 in the conference, 18-8
overall -- a third-place finish. Highlights:
•Julie Plahn (Jasper), led
NSIC in three-point field goal% (.517),
5th in conference in scoring (12.9%),
8th in field goal % (.519).
•Anna Townsend (Esko ), 3rd
in steals, fo urth in assists, 8th in scoring, 3rd in rebounding, 5th in fg% .
•Kim Loughry (Coon Rapids), 4th in rebounding in NSIC, 2nd in
blocks.
MEN'S BASKETBALL
The Cougar men finished in
second place in the NSIC with a 7-5
conference record and 16-11 record
overall. Shattered records:
•Senior Todd Hanson
(Duluth), all-time leading scorer at
UMM (1,904 points), all-time leader in
assists (460) and points in a season
(593); all-conference.
•Eric Sczublewski (Little

Falls), field goal percentage in a season
(65 .9% ), field goal percentage in a game
(100%) and free throw percentage in a
game -( 100% ); all-conference.
•Naje McCune (Flint, Mich.),
most three-point attempts in a season
(151).
• Dave Berntson (Duluth),
most free throws in a game ( 17).
•AIINSIC team: Hanson, first
team; Sczublewski, second team ; honorable mention: Berntson, Justin Black
(Duluth).
•Team records: best offensive average ever, breaking 1965 record
with 88 points per game; more threepointers than any other club (472). NSIC:
2nd in scoring, 1st in rebounding.

MEN'S WRESTLING
•7-3 dual meet record
•45 wrestlers in the top fo ur
spots in tournament action.
•Six earned NSIC Academic
All-Conference
•Five earned NCAA iI Academic All-American honors.
•Freshman Randy Rager
· (Pequot Lakes), 32 wins, NSIC championship, four individual tournamenttitles,
NSIC "Wrestler of the Week,"

Looking back at the career of
University of Minnesota, Morris senior and all-time leading scorer in men's
basketball, Todd Hanson, one might
guess he was born with a basketball in
his hands. That wasn't the case at all.
Hanson didn't even start playing basketball until the fifth grade. "I played
hockey in grade school, but then I got
sick of getting too cold outside so I
joined basketball in fifth grade,"
Hanson said. "I wasn't very successful
when I was young. When I was in
seventh grade and eighth grade I got
cut from the ninth grade team. I think
that really made me a better player."
Hanson started to grow into
his shoes when he reached ninth grade
earning a spot on the junior varsity
team, his career from then just continued to escalate. He was an all-state
basketball player while at Duluth, but
some recruiters thought Hanson wasn't
ready for big-time college basketball.
"I saw college as an opportunity to prove people wrong," Hanson
stated. "For some guys it comes real
easy. I feel I've had to work hard to be
where I am. I try to challenge myself
everyday. I've also been fortunate
enough to play with some great, great
players."
Former Cougar coach Perry
Ford recruited Hanson out of Duluth.
Hanson said he chose to play under
Ford because of the great academics
and basketball tradition found at UMM.

Koslowski Trophy (most valuable wrestler) and Israel Award for most technical
wrestler.
•Freshman Eugen Barbu
(Westland, Mich.), first athlete in UMM
history to qualify for the NCAA II National Championships with 24 wins, individual championship honors at UWRiver Falls, outstanding freshman wres-

tier award.
•Jeremy Werner (Princeton),
won 24 matches, Cougar Pride Award.
•LaDaryl Fenney (Altamonte,
Fla. ), won 20 matches , "NSIC Wrestler
of the Week," Most Improved Award.
•BJ Friedrichs (Sauk Centre),
Plato academic award.
•Friedrichs, Patrick Bergin
(Lake City), Kip Lynk (Chanhassen),
JeffHimelspach (Littleton, Colo.) and
Greg Pauling (Lakefield), Academic
All-American team. Those five and
Jason Corley were also honored as Aca-

"I liked the balance between academics and athletics. They went to the
National Tournament the year before I
got here and the only position they lost
was my position. I thought I might
have a chance at playing my freshman
year," he said.
Hanson claims he couldn't
have made a better choice when signing on with the Cougars. UMM
couldn't agree more. Hanson eclipsed
the old Cougar all-time scoring record
of 1,871 points against Wayne State
and finished with 1,904 for his career.
He also has the record for single-season points at 593, career assists 460,
care~r free throws made at 438, and is
tied for the top free throw percentage
in a game, finishing once at 10-10.
When Hanson was a freshman, UMM
won the conference title, and in his
sophomore season, the team made it to
the National Tournament once again.
As a senior, he led the Cougars to a
second-place conference finish. Head
coach Jim Severson ('77) adds that
Hanson was an all-conference performer in his junior and senior seasons. Hanson also said that a personal
highlight for him was playing alongside fellow Duluth natives Dave
Berntson and Justin Black.
"There have been a lot of
highlights. Breaking the school record
is something I'm really proud of. That's
a real testament to my coaches and
teammates. It is as much of a reward to
them," Hanson added.
Cougar head coach Severson
said that Hanson has been a real boost
to the basketball program at UMM.
"Those records speak for themselves .
They mean he was a steady player who
HANSON continued on page 10

demic All-Conference. The team's
2.935 gpaearned them 12th nationally.

WOMEN'S WRESTLING
•Lisa Berube (Escanaba,
Mich.), Jen Teske (Coon Rapids),
Kristy Jeffrey (Delano) and Wendy
Murphy (Hector), national · titles.

Corina Schwartz (Stillwater) was second and Gwen Simon (Monticello)
placed third . All six earned All-American status.
•Jeffrey: Outstanding Wrestler at University Nationals and at the
Saunder's Cup.
•Jeffrey, Berube and Reese
selected by USA Wrestling to compete
with Women's Team USA at the Gilbert Schwaub International Wrestling
Tournament in France.
SCOREBOARD continued on page I0
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Class Notes from Universit of Minnesota Morris Alumni
CLASS OF '64
Richard Kloos has three children in graduate school. He and wife Kathleen live in
Rob_binsdale, Minn.
Ronald Larson recent Iy received the choral
director of the year award from the American Choral Director Association. The Minnesota Music Education Association named
him the Music Educator of the Year. He is
a vocal music instructor at Waconia High
School in Waconia, Minn.
David Moe continues to write poetry. His
poems are included in anthologies from Argentina, India, Korea, and many other countries.
Allan Peterson received his doctoral degree
in biology from the University of Minnesota. He has a master's degree in veterinary
microbiology. Allan lives in Fargo, N.D.
Bonnie (Fjeld) Reeder is a registered occupational therapist with the St. Paul (Minn.)
Rehabilitation Center. She and husband
Donald live in St. Paul, where their youngest
son recently graduated from the University
of Minnesota Institute of Technology with a
degree in chemistry.
Rita (Fermoyle) and Steven Van Hee ('65)
live in Gresham, Ore., where Rita is a registered nurse with the Portland/Gresham Area
School Health Services. Steven is chief of
optometry with the Kaiser Health Plan.

February and March I took my first winter
vacation ever. It was great!" Sharon lives in
Cosmos, Minn.
Dr. Paulette (Fairbanks) Melin frequently
writes articles for the Hampton University
publication Museum Talks and Thoughts.
Paulette and husband Laurence Ii vein Hampton, Va.

Robert Gandrud was recently elected to a
three-year term on the board of directors of
the American Council of Life Insurance.
Janis (Bren) and Ronald Hietala ('67) reside in Falls Church, Va. Ronald is a training
officer at the United States Mint in Washington D .C., and Janis works for the army.
Diane (Kittelson) and Keith McNeill ('66)
are proud to announce the January birth of a
new granddaughter, Erynn. The LaCrosse,
Wis., couple now have two grandchildren.
Diane is an adoption consultant with the
Department of Health and Family Services,
and Keith is a math teacher at Logan Senior
High School in LaCrosse.
Eunice (Walter) Pederson recently adopted
an eight year-old boy, Tyler John, who has
been in foster care with the Pedersons for the
past eight years. Eunice and family live in
Laporte, Minn. Congratulations!
David Retzlaff, men's basketball coach at
Fergus Falls Community College, recently
became the winningest coach in Minnesota
Community College history. Victory number 453 was the magic number for Retzlaff,
one more than former Normandale Community College coach Ron Livense.
Barbershop singing-inclined David Sylte
has been active in a quartet. A few years ago
he wrote the school song for Lac Qui Parle
Valley School. James ''Doc" Carlson ('65)
did the band orchestration. Currently, David
is a facility manager with the Marion Social
Security Office in Marion, Ind.
Marilyn Syverson is entering her 32nd year
of teaching physical education and health at
the Morris Area High School. In addition,
she coaches golf. Go Tigers!
CLASS OF '66

Jerome Anderson is currently in a master's
program for organizational management at
the University of Phoenix.
Sharon Kolle writes, "I retired after the '96
school year after 30 years of teaching. This
page 6

CLASS OF '69

Gerald Boulton is a lawyer with Qually,
Boulton, and Vinberg Associates in Canby,
Minn.

Bruce Anderson died unexpectedly on February 23 during a family outing to Wisconsin Dells. He is survived by his wife Jeanne,
a daughter Kiran (5), a son Vijay (2), all of
Maple Grove, parents J. Allan and Marvel
Anderson of Morris, and many other friends
and relatives. Bruce was a devoted husband,
father, and uncle, who loved children. The
Bruce A. Anderson Memorial Fund has been
set up for his children, Kiran and Vijay.

CLASS OF '67

Audrey (Anderson) Elton and husband John
of Hawley, Minn., have two sons ages 11
and 12. Audrey is a domestic engineer and
piano teacher.
Pearl (Walter) Hanse is a private tutor. She
lives in Morris, Minn.
Diane (Block) Knutson of Sauk Centre,
Minn., recently completed her master of arts
in Education degree from Saint Mary's University, Minneapolis campus. Diane, a sixth
grade teacher at Melrose (Minn.) Area Elementary.School, is married to Dan Knutson
('69) who is the media director at Sauk
Centre Public Schools. They have two sons,
Jeff, a computer consultant in Bloomington,
Minn., and Jon, a junior majoring in computer information systems at Moorhead State
University.
East Carolina University professor James
Pinkney of Greenville, N.C. , wrote a book
about student athletes, which was recently
revised and reissued at the request of the
publisher.

CLASS OF '65

Virginia Alexander resides in Big Rapids,
Mich., where she is an elementary teacher.

graduation from UMM!" Loretta is the
manager of research and analysis at Washington State Board for Community and Technical Colleges.

Based on his experience as a federal crime
prevention officer, Leroy Pletten of Sterling Heights, Mich., self-published Police
Perjury: How the Courts Made Police Perjury "Legal" Despite the Land (1996). For
a small fee, copies are available to UMM
students.
Karl Retzlaff of Morris, Minn., is currently
involved in an environmental project with
the Morris Area Public Schools. A portion
of his land has become S.W.E.L.L., Scandia
Woods Environmental Learning Lab.
Ronald and Carole (McGinnis) ('69)
Russell live in Lincoln, Neb. , where Carole
is an interior designer. Ronald is a claims
analyst with Woodmen Insurance Co.
David Skjervold of Fridley, Minn., owns
Posipak Corporation, a styrofoam manufacturing company.
CLASS OF '68

Leroy Alto of Grand Rapids, Minn., is a
speech, debate, and English teacher with the
Grand Rapids School District. He is proud
to announce that he has four granddaughters.
Susan and Ron Kaess are proud to announce the July 1997 marriage of their daughter Renee ('96). Susan is a social worker
with Big Stone County Family Services.
Ron teaches social studies at the Clinton/
Graceville (Minn.) High School.

Jerold Kurz is proud to be a new grandparent. In addition, he was recently featured in
Who's Who in Education.
Curt Loschy is a manufacturing manager
with Primeyield Systems, a rapidly growing
high-tech company in St. Paul , Minn.
Mary (Krageland) Luhman-Johnson is a
developmental first grade teacher in Rochester, Minn. She recently remarried and
travels often. Currently, Mary is working on
a masters at Winona State University.
Nancy (McPherson) and Gale May live in
Ortonville, Minn. Nancy is a teacher at Lac
Qui Parle High School.
Dennis Pederson and wife Susan live in
Clear Lake, Minn. He is a land surveyor in
Becker, Minn.
David and A vis (Larson) ('71) Swenson
live in Montevideo, Minn., where Avis is a
special needs teacher in the public school
system. She is involved with an education
program at Southwest State University, pursuing her master's degree. David is an
employment counselor with Southwestern
Minnesota Private Industry Council.

Arlene (Weberg) Borner recently made a
big move from teaching physical education
and health at the middle school in Chaska,
Minn., to the high school there.
Thomas and Laura (Stock) Carrington
('67) are proud to announce the birth of their
grandson, Austin, in February 1996. Laura
is a teacher at the Morris Elementary School,
and Thomas is employed with CMI in Morris.
Randall Kopitzke is self-employed and lives
in Burnsville, Minn.
Gary Moore and wife Jill live in Wayzata,
Minn. with their three children: Luke ( 11 ),
Patrick (10), and Madeline (1 1/2). Gary
owns and is a sales representative at Smith,
Sharpe Company in Minneapolis.
Patricia (Dahl) Ronhovde is a special education teacher at West Central Area Schools
in Barrett, Minn. Her daughter Anna ('98),
is a junior political science major at UMM .
Vicki (Ahrens) Perri, founder and president of the nationally recognized People
Coach Company, recently joined Rasmussen
College as director of Continuing Education.

CLASS OF '70

Lynette (Rieck) Ford is employed with the
U.S. Postal Service as a letter carrier. She
lives in Loveland, Colo.
Mary (Schoolmeesters) Kosak is a substitute teacher at BOLD Area Schools in Olivia,
Minn. Mary is also the owner of Countryside Creations in Olivia.
Our condolences to Elizabeth (Edman)
Laraby whose huband David passed away
in April 1996.
Wesley Nelson passed away last summer.
His wife, A vis Nelson is writing a book on
the subject of her five-year courtship with
Wesley.
Prairie City, Iowa residents Alan and Mary
(Silbernick) Schendel ('72) are busy with
their teaching careers. Alan is in his 25th
year of service at PCM School District, and
Mary is in her 20th year there.
Richard Torgusen and wife Rosemary have
two kids: Erik, 16, and Daniel, 11. The
Torgusen family lives in Beardsley, Minn.
Charles and Dorothy (Youso) Zimmerman
('72) of Chisago City, Minn., have two
daughters: Heather (16) and Janelle (13).
Dorothy is a social worker, and Charles is a
director of operations.

Gary Lickfett of Ridge Farm, Ill., is the
managerofplantservicesatChemCastLtd., ·· CLASS OF '71
in nearby Danville, and wife Dorothy teaches
first grade. They have three sons: Jay, a Winnie (Aanerud) and Russ Johnson of
computer science major at the University of Elk River, Minn. enjoyed their daughter's
Illinois; Todd, an electrical engineering major Christmas wedding in Sweden. Winnie
at U of Ill.; and Tim, a seventh-grade basket- works at the historical society, and Russ is
involved with computer networking.
ball fiend.
Judy (Miller) Riesenberg is an account
representative with Waddell and Reed Financial Services in Great Falls, Mont.

Fritz Lehmberg has been a studio potter
since 1983. Fritz and his wife have two
children. "Greetings to all flatlanders !"

Olympia, Washington resident Loretta J.
Sepponen enjoyed celebrating her 50th birthday last summer with family and friends. "I
trust all other members of the class of '68 are
enjoying this stage in life as well...moving
quickly toward the 30th anniversary of our

Christine Spaulding of Barrett, Minn., is
working as a private consultant. She is the
proud grandparent of Alex (6) and Ted (3).
"Alex is going to be a candidate for UMM!"
CLASS OF '72

Vern Warkenthien recently moved to Superior, Colo., from Boulder. For his 25th
wedding anniversary he went on a Caribbean cruise. He has two children: Michelle,
a second year student at Colorado State, and
Matthew, a ninth grader at Fairview High
School in Colorado.
CLASS OF '73

Valorie (Stavem) Arrowsmith, Stanchfield,
Minn., is the director of the Isanti County
Historical Society and a grant writer for the
Brand School.
Judy Blair is recovering from her active
involvement and leadership positions in her
church bazaar. She and husband Mike live
in Anchorage, Alaska.
Lloyd Danziesen is the head softball coach
at the Fergus Falls(Minn.) Community College where he is also the physical education
teacher and head football coach.
Paul and Nancy Kiger ('74) of Alexandria,
Minn., have been busy earning higher degrees. Nancy expects to earn her doctoral
degree in psychology this summer, and Paul
received his MBA in 1995.
Patricia Locknikar is a securities compliance office for the State of Oregon. She lives
in Salem, Ore.
William Mowchan and family still live in
Spooner, Wis. The Lutheran pastor has two
daughters, Emily (12) and Sara (9).
In June 1996, Robert Olyphant and two
colleagues at the Minneapolis Public School
received a 15 month grant from the Math Net
Program at the University of WisconsinMadison to create an integrated math and
vocational education curriculum. He is also
very involved in gender equity programs at
Minneapolis Community and Technical
College.
Denise (Palmer) Pederson of Woodbury,
Minn., works for Sildan Containers as a field
support specialist. She works with computer systems in Iowa, Wisconsin, and Min-

ICate
nesota.
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Duluth, Minn ., residents, Dr. Peter and
Carol Person have a 19-year-old daughter,
Anna, who is a freshman at Macalester College, and an eight-year-old son, Nicholas.
Peter is the first CEO of St. Mary' s/Duluth
Clinic Health System. Carol is a 6th District
Court Judge with chambers in Duluth.
CLASS OF '74

Bloomington, Ill .

Duluth, Minn., resident Jerome Siljendahl
is looking forward to the marriage of his
oldest son, Eric, in July 1997. On June 30,
Jerry and his wife will celebrate their 20th
wedding anniversary.

Mark Wisness of Dallas; Texas, is employed with the Alrienton Convention Center.

Walter Forney is a teacher and coach at
Lincoln High School in Thief River Falls,
Minn. He has four sons : Walter Jonathon
(13), William Ryan (11), Michael Jay (8),
and Christopher James (2).

CLASS OF '76

Terry Hewitt writes, "I have been teaching
second grade in Sisseton for 23 years. Our
daughter Julia will graduate from high school
this spring."

Sue (Johnson) and Steven Frederickson of
Blue Earth, Minn., are both involved in the
education of young people. Sue is the K-12
adaptive physical education and social studies teacher at Blue Earth Schools. Steven is
a social studies teacher and coach at Blue
Earth High School.

Thomas Hoffman and wife Mary Jo own
Keepers, the only antique and rare item shop
in Morris. The couple has three daughters:
Mieka, Mandy, and Maggie.
William McNary retired from the Navy in
1996. Currently, he lives in Amherst, N.I! .
with his wife and three daughters.
James Ponsford is in his 23rd yearofteaching at the Dassel/Cokato Schools. In addition to his sixth grade teaching, he coaches
basketball and baseball. James lives in
Cokato, Minn.
Ronald Simmons of Eagan, Minn. , is the
principal at the Alternative High School in
St. Paul. He also coaches the Minnesota
Fighting Pike.
Mary (Radford) and Steven Steinle li ve in
Grand Marai s, Minn. Steven reports that he
was recentl y reunited with Greg Domke.
The two met in Morris, became fri ends, and
found out they had gradu ated from UMM
together in 1974.
Christine (Heinen) Bright Sticha is currentl y writing plays. As an enrichment coordin ator with the East Bethel Community
School , she lives in Andover, Minn.
Rosella Stow is a photographer at the Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension.
She has one son (16) and one daughter (4).
The Stow family lives in Minneapolis.
Bill Utterback is the elementary school
principal at Jackson Elementary in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.

Myron Engebretson was recent! y promoted
to the position of regional vice president at
PeopleSoft Inc. in Atlanta, Ga.

Minneapolis residents Naomi (Anderson)
and Timothy ('75) Kapsner have two kids.
Timothy is a cosmetic chemist with A veda
Corporation.

James Michael of Memphis, Tenn., is the
president of a volunteer production organization, the Memphis Access Video Volunteers.
Dean Parisian, owner of Native American
Advisers, assists tribal governments to understand the nuances of Wall Street. He
lives in Apharetta, Ga.
Minnesota governor Ame Carlson named
Deb Peterson as a fin alist in the Eighth
Judicial District's vacancy. She has been an
ass istant Kandi yohi Coun ty attorney si nce
1992 and was also an associate attorney with
the law fi rm of Beccue and Kallestad in
Willmar, Minn., fro m 1992 until 1995 when
she became chief county prosecutor.

Kirstie Stewart is currently working under
a grant coalition. She has two children and
is getting remarried soon.
Steven Waage of St. Paul , is the Assistant
Administrator for Cooperating Libraries.
CLASS OF '77

Steven and Denise (Magnuson) ('78) Clark
are "settled in Cambridge, Minn." Steven is
a family practice physician with Alina Health
Systems, and Denise is an active volunteer
and homemaker.

CLASS OF '75

Dennis Crumb is proud to announce his
gradu ati on fro m United Theological Semi nary of the T win Cities. He received a
Master of Di vinity degree.
Sandra (Schultz) Hasal of Wildo mar, Cali f., is a first grade teacher at Donald Graha m
Elementary in Lake Elsinor, Cali f. She is
sti ll in vo lved with softball and scuba di vi ng.
" I woul d like to hear fro m any of my old Phi
Mu Delta friends."
Michael and Laurel (Schumacher) (' 76)
Hawley are proud to announce the marri age
of their son Matt. He was recently stationed
on an aircraft carrier in San Diego. Michael
and Laurel live in Washington, Ill.
Sharon (Working) Johnson and husband
Kent have two daughters: Erin (I 5) and
Britany (I 0). Sharon is a medical social
worker at Park view Buffalo Nursing Home.
The Johnson family lives in Maple Grove,
Minn.
Stephen Peterson is an auto underwriter for
State Farm Insurance. He ha's four kids:
Jennifer (13), Teresa (10), Kevin (6), and
Christine (3). "I would like to hear from old
classmates!" The Peterson family lives in

Jean (Lee) Hartzog is working on her latest
theater producti on, "Enter Laughing," and
busy with a lot of community theater work.
She works at Charter Forest Counselor Center in Monroe, La.
Elaine Johnson is e mployed at the North St.
Paul , Maplewood, Oakdale, and Lakewood
Counseling Clini cs as a chemical health
coordinator and licensed psychologist. She
li ves in Shoreview, Minn.
Mark Kelly had a recent job change and is
the assistant principal at Fergus Falls (Minn.)
Middle School.
DeAnn (Grimmius) Morley is the vice
president of administration ofNSIA Inc., an
insurance agency in Edina. She lives with
her two daughters: Lexia, a high school
senior, and Megan, 16. Her son Justin Ogg
('99) attends UMM.
Gail Rixen recently presented workshops
and readings at Bemidji (Minn.) State University as part of the Different Drummers
Reading Series. Gail ' s first book of poems,
"Pictures of Three Seasons," was published
by New Rivers Press while a chapbook,
"Chicken Logi~," is in production.

James Severson is the head men' s basketball coach at UMM. He has two sons : Eric
(12) and Scott (I 0).

Brian Stark was recently promoted to district manager in frozen pizza sales at Kraft
Pizza. He has two kids: Arlen, a senior in
high school; and Jackie, in seventh grade.
The Stark family lives in Hutchinson, Minn.
Michael Woods is the marketing manager
for Services Laboratory, Inc. He lives in
. Springfield, Mo.
Amy (Downer Cole) and Brian ('78)
Ziegler live in Alexandria, Minn. Amy is
completing a master's degree in special education at St. Cloud State University and
getting her K-l 2EBDteaching license. Brian
is a pharmacist.
CLASS OF ' 78

Carol (Wigfield) and James Brudvig live
in Hudson, N.Y . James is the vice president
of Bard College in Annandale.
Kent Mikkelsen and wife Deb, Ii vein Tyler,
Minn., with their two children Drew and
DJ. Kent is the physical education and
health te·acher and football coach in the
Russel-Tyler-Ruthton school district. Kent
recently retired from coaching girl's basketball after 18 years. Deb also teaches in the
RTR school district.
Barbara (Fjoseide) Mork, New Brighton,
Minn., currently works part-time as a parent
involvement specialist for the Anoka-Washington Headstart Program. She is also a
sales customer service consultant for Dayton Hudson.
Vicki (Davies) McLellan is a part-time independent psychologist. She li ves in Detroit, Mich.
CLASS OF '79
Marsha (Nomeland) Aalseth is a business
analyst for the University of Minnesota in
Minnea polis . She currently lives in
Shoreview, Minn.
Richard Casey wed wife Lori on February
22, 1997. Richard is the director of institutional development at Riverland Community College in Austin, Minn. He is also a
Kellogg Senior Fellow at the University of
Minnesota through the Leadership Academy, and the general manager of the minor
league professional baseball team -- the
Southern Minny Stars -- in Austin. Lori is
the executive producer of a public TV station in Austin.
Harold ''Happy" and Wanda (Tysdal) ('81)
Holt says, "Happy remains head wrestling
coach and helps winter move along. We're
lookin g fo rward to spend ing the summer on
Crystal Lake. Wanda continues to head
social services at Broem Memorial Home."
The Pelican Rapids couple have two kids:
Hannah (8) and Conn or (5).
Mary (lveland) Graphenteen of Luverne,
Minn. , suggests, " How about a reuni on Indy
28 , Dadoe?" She is a physical education and
health teacher and volleybal l coach in the
Luverne school distri ct.
Beth (Burchfield) and Thomas ('80) Nelson
live in Eagan, Minn., with their eight-yearold son. The couple has experienced significant job changes recently. Beth works with
Minnesota Chore Core with the Department
of Human Services, and Thomas recently
became a qualified rehabilitation counselor.
Steven Quiggle has transferred to Tampa,
Fla., as liquid product merchant for Cargill' s
fertilizer division. He also manages a production and warehouse facility in Omaha,
Neb. In December 1995, Steven graduated
with a MBA in marketing from the University of St. Thomas in St. Paul, Minn.

a

William and Bernardine (O'Brien) ('81)
Sauter live on a hobby farm in Gibbon ,
Minn. William is a physical education
teacher, and Bernardine is a special education teacher, both with the Gibbon-FairfaxWinthrop school school district

Wanda Schackmann Flechsig, founder and
director of the CIRCA Gallery in Minneapolis, selected works for the first exhibit of the
1996-97 academic year in UMM's HFA
Gallery. The selections were created by
UMM studio art majors working in woodcut, etching, lithograph, intaglio, and silkscreen. The exhibit ran from September 30October 27, 1996.
Tim Smith is employed with HUGHES
STX EROS Data Center in Sioux Falls, S.D.
EROS plans to hire quite a few people in the
next nine to 12 months. People with earth
science and computer science backgrounds
can call him at work (605/594-6091) with
questipns.
Steven and Shelly (Jackson) Stasiewicz
live in Sauk Rapids, Minn . Both Shelly and
Steven are employed with the St. Cloud
Veterans Administration.
Paul Stock of Coon Rapids, Minn., is a
project manager with Delta Environmental
Consultants in St. Paul, Minn.
CLASS OF '80

Jill (Nelson) and Jerry ('81) Olson live in
Bozeman, Mont. Jerry is the men ' s ass istant
basketball coach at Montana State University. Jill is the volunteer coordinator of the
CAP Program with Prevent Child Abu se,
Inc. They welcome people who are travelling through to stop by.
Michael Schumacher is a math teacher and
softball coach at Wabasha (Mi nn .) High
School. He is also a half-time technology
director there.
Alan Wilts and wife Barbara announce the
birth of their son, Jase Alan, born November
6, 1996. Alan is an associate scientist chemist with the United States Department of
Agriculture at the West Central Experiment
Station in Morris.
CLASS OF '81

Lorri (Jensen) and Kevin ('79) Anderson
live in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where Kevin is
the R & D Manager at Cargill Starch Facility. Lorri is the office manager at a dentist
office.
Julie (Scott) Arko and husband Joe have
two sons, Evan (4) and Maxwell (3). Julie is
a registered nurse at North Memori al Health
Care, and Joe works at BI Performace Services. They live in St. Loui s Park, Minn.
Leesa (Simonson) Betzold writes, "Life is
hecti c at the Betzold' s. Son Ben is now
1-1 /2 years old and husband Don is back at
the legislature after wi nni ng his second term
as state senator (with my help of course) .
I' m back at the State of Minnesota in th e
Department of Human Services collecting
data on children."
Chanhassen, Minn. resident Bruce Helmer
recently started a radio show on WCCO 830
AM on Sunday mornings at 8:30 a.m.

James Koestler is the senior buyer for home
audio with Best Buy Co. He has a one- yearold son named Jacob. The Koestler family
lives in Inver Grove Heights, Minn.
Joyce (Kraemer) Moldenhauer is a fulltime mother and homemaker. She has two
sons: Josiah (5) and Zachary (9 months).
Debra Petersen and Tracy Fredin ('80)
announce the birth of a daughter, Camille,
born on March 9, 1996. She joins a sister,
Taylor (4), in South Minneapolis. Tracy is
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director of the Center for Global Environmental Education at Hamline University.
Debra is associate professor of speech communication at the.University of St. Thomas.
Master Sergeant Marty Sarlette and the
United States Air Force Band of the Rockies
performed at the Morris (Minn.) Area High
School in late March. The band performs for
millions of people each year throughout the
nation. Marty has played saxophone with
the band since 1987.

Connie (Grages) and Jack ('79) Siljendahl
of Lake Elmo, Minn., have three children:
Nicholas 1 a senior at Stillwater High School
and member of the state champion football
team; Jenni a, a seventh grader active in band
and basketball ; and Abbie, a busy third
grader. Connie is a physical education teacher
and varsity basketball coach at Newport
Schools in Stillwater. Jack is a purchasing
manager with Domain, Inc.
James and Michelle (Bauman) Smith,
Shakopee, Minn., are proud to announce the
birth of their daughter Miranda in October
1996. James is a credit supervisor with
Textron Financial Corporation, and Michelle
is a sixth grade teacher with the Shakopee
School District.
Michael and ShannynStoffel live in Blaine,
Minn. Shannyn received a master' s of educational leadership in February 1997 and is
a kindergarten teacher with Centennial Elementary School. Michael is a computer
programmer/analyst with 3M.
Gordon Straw is a graduate student pursuing a doctoral degree in theology at the
Lutheran School of Theology in Chicago,
Ill ., where he previously received a Th.M.
Cl.ASS OF '82

Jane Abbott is planning a June wedding to
Robert Watts, a geologist. Jane is an archeologist with the Archeological Research
Center. She lives in Rapid City, S.D.
Janelle Bright of Verndale, Minn., recently
purchased a home in the country. She is a
physical education and health teacher and
coach at Bertha (Minn.) Hewitt School.
Donald Dainsberg will soon be certified as
a school psychologist. He is currently a
fourth grade teacher at Chaska (Minn.) Elementary School. Donald lives in nearby
Eden Prairie.
Lynn (Ballard) Exsted is employed with
Custom Research Inc. In I 996, she won the
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality A ward,
presented to her by President Bill Clinton.
She is married, has two girls, and is living in
Glencoe, Minn.
Albert Greene works at the St. Joseph Home
for Children. He has one son, Albert Leo
Greene IV, and lives in Crystal, Minn.
Scott Hesse shares, "Headly Scott Hesse
says hi to all his classmates - doing well and
living in Monticello, Minn." Scott and wife
Sheryl have two kids: Rachel (5) and Evan
(4). He is a a consumer market representative for sales with U.S. Tobacco.
Kathryn (Walker) Jacobs has a master of
education degree and is a fourth grade teacher
with the Albany, Minn., school district.
Denise Johnson and Joseph Otterstetter
are moving to London in August 1997. As a
3M employee, Joe will be transferred there
for the next two years.
Kent and Amy (VanSloun) ('83) Johnson
celebrated the first birthday of their daughter, Kendall Marie, on March 4, 1997. Kent
is a territory manager with Ti! ton Equipment
Company in St. Paul , and Amy is a buyer
with Nordi c Track in Chaska, Minn. The
Jo hnson fa mil y lives in Maple Grove, Minn.
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John McCullough, Farmington, Minn., is
employed as director of business analysis
for United Behavioral Health Systems. He
would like to say "hi" to all his former
classmates.

Denise (Lewis) and Robert Larson have two
children, Jessie (16) and Jason (15) and live in
Sugar Land, Texas. Robert works with abused
children at the Houston Achievement Center, and
Denise is working on her masters of social work.

Patrick Moore is employed with the Land
Stewardship Project in Montevideo, Minn.
He has a one-year-old son, Martin. The
Moore family lives in Montevideo.

Bryan and Kimberly (Koentopf) ('84) Olson
have three kids: Matthew (11), Megan (6), and
Michael (6). The Olson family lives in Sauk
Centre, Minn., where both parents are involved
with education. Bryan is a math teacher and head
football coach, and Kimberly teaches science and
coaches girl's basketball .

Jay Paulson is a senior systems engineer
with Norwest Bank. He lives in Savage,
Minn., with his two kids: Ryan (8) and
Mackenzie (5).
Julee Richards is proud to announce the
birth of her daughter, Mason Marie Seely.
She joins one older brother, Kai (2). Julee is
a dermatologist with Solo Dermatology Practice in Roseburg, Ore.
Joy (Roe) Robbins had an addition to her
family last August. Her fourth child, Troy
Robbins, joins Mark (I 2), Amber (7), and
Trent (5). Joy is a church secretary for First
United Methodist Church and homemaker
in Florence, S.D.
Annette Seppanen and Curt Nelson ('83)
write_,"We've enjoyed San Diego for the last
I I years. Last week we celebrated our 13th
wedding anniversary. Curt is a principal at
Silicon Space, Inc., a consulting and implementation firm providing business-to-business collaborative workgroup solutions via
the Web. Annette is in her last year of
studying acupunctureat the Pacific College
of Oriental Medicine here in San Diego. She
works as an intern at the school' s clinic.
Annette still keeps her hand in theatre, working with the San Diego Opera."

Jon E. Peterson has been named the new commander of 3rd Group Special Forces Services
Detachment, Ft. Bragg, N.C. He began his new
duties January 7, 1997. Jon, his wife Jana
(Groothuis) ('81), and children, Katie, Anna,
and David have lived in Fayetteville, N.C. since
1995.
Karen (Matti) Roberts lives in Moody, Texas,
where she is a substitute teacher.
Douglas Schueller has lived in Pierre, S.D., for
the past five years. He has two children, ages 3
and 1-1/2. Douglas is employed with environmental technologies in Pierre.
Kelly (Bartlett) and Russell Swanson live in
New Brighton, Minn. Kelly is a job tech paraprofessional with the Mounds View Public Schools,
and Russell is a mechanical drafter/design engineer for Levitz Furniture in Brooklyn Park, Minn.
Jon Vick writes, "I am president and CEO of
Mobilizers Inc. I'm back flying again (with John
Walsh '81). My cockatoo, Stella, says "hi" to
Chuck and Diane Mitzel ('83).

Brian Walker of Sanborn, Minn., is a fifth grade
teacher and head football and assistant basketball
Jennifer (Ekern) and Jonathan ('81) coach with the Redrock Public Schools. His
Woetzelli vein Welch, Minn. Jennifer is the football team made it to the state semifinals in
director of pharmacy at Regina Medical · class C, and played in the Metrodome in MinneComplex in Hastings, Minn., and Jonathan apolis.
is employed with CENEX.
Cl.ASS OF '84

Christopher and Shirley (Seward) Zierke
have three children: Becky (7), Ben (12),
and Sarah (10). The Zierke family lives in
Wyoming, Minn. Shirley is employed as a
data processing manager for Plastic Products, and Christopher tests soil.

Julie (Jensen) and Keith Aeikens of Annandale,
Minn., had interesting news to share with us:
Keith was named teacher of the year in the
Annandale school district, and the Annandale
High School volleyball team, of which Julie is
head coach, advanced to subsection finals.

Cl.ASS OF '83

William Caven is a social worker with
Redwood County Human Services in Redwood Falls, Minn. He has two kids: Amanda
(5) and Josh (4). TheCaven familys lives in
Fairfax, Minn.
Nancy Cushman writes, "Still very active
in the area theatre. Most of it paying jobs!
Single and loving it! I share my apartment
with three cats." Nancy is also a customer
service representative with World Color in
Brookfield, Wis. She lives in nearby West
Allis, Wis.

Hydro-geologist Kevin Baker specializes in environmental consulting and is a lab manager in
the applied chemistry department ofRMT Inc. of
Madison, Wis.

Kristin (Paulson) and Theodore Blasko live in
Plymouth, Minn., with their two children, Jana
(22 months) and Emily (4). The couple works
full-time and is busy with careers and family.
Maureen (Engel) Collins is back in school for a
second elementary education degree. She currently teaches reading at her children's elementary school. Maureen and husband Dan live in
Crystal Lake, Ill., with their two children, Brian
(9) and Bridgett (6).

Nancy (Hanson) Erdmann is an ECG Interpreter with the Mayo Clinic in Rochester,
Minn. She had twins, Kaitlyn and Colton on Sandra (Bjorlin) Drevecky is a special educaMay I 5, I 996. They join siblings Zachary tion teaching aide with the Adams School in
(8), Logan (6), and Justin (3). Her husband, Adams, N.D.
Jerry, works construction with Hobby Concrete in Rochester. The Erdmann family ·· Michael and Shelly (Reese) Gaffaney ofGranlives in Dodge Center, Minn.
ite Falls, Minn., are busy teaching. Michael is an
elementary physical education teacher with the
Garry Grewe is the head boy's basketball Granite Falls scbool district. Shelly teaches first
coach at Bemidji (Minn.) High School. He grade in Maynard Public Schools.
and his wife of four years, Tina, live in
Thomas Hanson is going on sabattical to teach
Bemidji.
in Costa Rica. When not on "sabattical" (or
Teresa (Jung) Johnson is an elementary "vacation" as we thawing UMM students would
teacher and principal at Menoken School in say) Thomas is a sociology instructor at Anoka
Ramsey Community College. He lives in MinneNorth Dakota. She lives in Lincoln, N.D.
apoli s, Minn.
James and Mary(Michlitsch) ('86) Kleinke
live in St. Cloud, Minn. , with their two kids, Belgrade-Brooten-Elrosa teacher Hege
Kennon (9) and Ethan (4). James is the vice Herfindahl recently had the opportunity to teach
president of sales and marketing for Franklin Norwegian via interactive televi sion to school s in
Outdoor Adventures, and Mary is a real the Central Lakes Eduation District. BBE is the
only school in Minnesota to offer a Norwegianestate appraiser.

Iangage class. Hege is also an English
and German language teacher at BBE.

Barry and Rebecca (Driggins) ('85)
Hogen are expecting another baby!
Rebecca is a surgery scheduler at
Shriners Hospital for Crippled Children, and Barry practices law. The
Hogen family lives in Golden Valley,
Minn.
Jennifer (Born) Kelly is an elementary school teacher at Pine Bend Elementary School in Inver Grove
Heights, Minn . Jennifer lives in
Burnsville, Minn.
Joyce (Vancura) and Bruce ('85)
Kiehnreside in Litchfield, Minn. Joyce
teaches kindergarten and coaches seventh grade volleyball in Litchfield.
Bruce teaches sixth grade and serves as
a seventh grade football coach at Eden
Valley-Watkins . Their daughter,
Katlyn, will be attending kindergarten
this fall.
.
Scott Lappegaard is a chemistry supervisor at NSP in Prairie Island, Minn.
Scott shared that his family was about
to celebrate his daughter's first birthday.
Stephanie Mosher had her first child,
Zachary Mosher Williams, in June 1996.
She is a geologist with the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency in Logan, Ohio. Stephanie and family live in
Rockbridge, Ohio.
Julianne Ortman was recently featured in the January I 3, I 997 edition of
the Minneapolis Star Tribune for her
role as a counselor of clients seeking
auto patents.
Kelly (Bartlett) and Russ ('83)
Swanson have landed on their feet after
a year of unemployment and transition.
Russ went back to school, got a degree
in drafting, and is now a design engineer for Item Products in Stillwater,
Minn. Kelly is a technology coordinatorfortheMounds View Public Schools.
They reside in New Brighton with their
three children. E-mail them at
S wanson5@worldnet.att.net.
Kimberly (Erickson) Voorhees is expecting her third child in March 1997.
She is a teacher at Hancock (Minn.)
Public Schools in Hancock.
Judy Wilkening started her own chemical dependency treatment center called
Nirvana Education and Counseling Service in Cambridge, Minn.
Cl.ASS OF '85

Jerry and Linda (Lindquist) ('87)
Betzler of Grand Rapids, Minn. have
four children: Nikki (3), A.J. (5), Casey
(7), and Jessie (I 0). Jerry is in his I 0th
year as an account executive with
Horace Mann Insurance. Linda joined
him as an insurance agent this year.
Lori (Henderon) and Mark Froehling
received master' s degrees from the University ofWisconsin at Lacrosse. Mark
is a chemistry and physics teacher at
Caledonia (Minn.) High School. Lori
is a physical therapist at Lacrosse
Lutheran Hospital. The couple lives in
Caledonia.
Michele (Alvarez) and Allen ('79)
Heimerdinger of Oakdale, Minn., have
three children : Linnea (16), Catheryn
(8), and Rachel (4). Michele is busy at
home and Allen works at Ficerd as
manager for software development.
Jay Johnson and Bonnie Ferber recently celebrated their one year wed-
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ding anniversary in March 1996. Jay is a
math instructor at Fergus Falls (Minn.) Community College.

Steven Peterson is proud to announce the
recent birth of his son, Benjamin. The
Peterson family lives in Inver Grove Heights,
Minn.

resentative with GD Searle, and Denise is a
full-time student in a dental hygiene program.

this year' s Jazz Fest!" Nancy and fa mily
live in Cha)mette, La.

James Nash works at the St. Paul Pioneer
Press. He and wife Jenny have three kids:
Sean 5; Ryan, 4; and Lauren, 2. The Nash
family lives in Woodbury, Minn.

Shelly and Dan Croomquist recenti y moved
to northeastern Minn., where Dan is a pastor
in Soudan and Tower, Minn. The couple has
three children: Amanda (5), Jacob (I), and
Rachel (6 months).

DeAnn (De Wandeler) and Blake Redfield
live in Council Bluffs, Iowa. DeAnn is a
library assistant at the Council Bluffs Public
Library, and Blake is the superintendent of
traffic maintenance for the city of Counci
Bluffs.

Peggy (Torkelson) Rinkenberger is a psychology and sociology teacher at Morris
(Minn.)Area Senior High School. She is
married and has two chidren.

Dyanne (Opdahl) Parsons had a baby boy,
Collin, in October 1996. She is an elementary school teacher at Starbuck Elementary
School. The Parsons family lives in
Glenwood, Minn.

Robert Friedlein recently changed jobs.
He is now a software engineer at Fourthshi ft
in Bloomington, Minn. The Friedlein family added a second daughter to their family.
Miranda was born in October 1996.

Douglas Stahman is a hydrogeologist at
West Central Environmental Consulting in
Morris. His son, Ethan Douglas, will be one
year old in July.

Arnold Prokott of Altoona, Wis., is a coorganizer of a private school development.
At the National Education Institute, he is a
research and development coordinator.

Carla Riley is an office manager at Campaign Consultants of America. She recently
earned a master' s degree in English from the
University of St. Thomas. Carla lives in
Minnetonka, Minn.

Karen (Wiese) Thompson spent the last
two years doing A Christmas Carol with
John Astin from the television show, The
Adam 's Family. She and husband Doug
have a three-year-old son named Frank.

Paula Stredde is the director of First Step
Daycare Center in Willmar, Minn. She lives
in nearby Pennock.

Martin and Julie (McDearmon) ('88)
Traina adopted their first son, Nathaniel ,
three years ago, and last July, daughter
Allison joined the family . Julie is employed
at Hillcrest Health Care Center, and Martin
works at Anacon Foods in technical sales.
The Traina family lives in Chaska, Minn.

In November 1996, Al Shore accepted a
new position as head of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs for the Middle East and North
Africa for British American Tobacco (UK
Explore). For the last five years, he served
as vice president and chief lobbyist for the
Tobacco Institute in the Midwest.

Lori and Mark ('87) Halverson-Wente
write, "Hi everyone! Mark and I live in
DeKalb, Ill., and have two great kids, Naomi
(5) and Jordan (3). We came here for graduate school after getting married in 1988 and
have stayed ever since. Lori teaches in the
Department of Communications at Northern Illionois University, and Mark works at
Bethlehem Lutheran.Church. Life is good,
we are happy and well and would love to
hear from our friends (especially from the
old Lutheran Campus Ministry and MPIRG
crews)!
Lori's e-mail addres s is
LORIHW@NIU.EDU."

Karen (Tosha) Mohlin is a part-time teacher
at Ridgewater Community College. She
lives in Willmar, Minn.

In March 1997, Cheryl (Johnson) Nymann
moved to Big Sky, Mont., to open a home
daycare program. She has two children,
Adam (4) and Marie (2).

Stephen Terhaar is proud to announce the
birth of his second child, James, in October
1996. James joins two-year-old sister,
Kristina. Stephen works with geologi_cal
contamination clean-up with Braun lntertech
Corporation. The Terhaar family lives in
Rosemount, Minn.
Michael Winge moved his dental office to
St. Cloud, Minn. There was a recent addition to the Winge family. Kyle Jon was born
on September 16, 1996.

Karin (Paetznick) Rein of St. Louis Park,
Minn., has three children: Mikael (8), Erik
(5), and Kjirsten (14 months). Karin is a
preschool teacher in Edina, Minn.

CLASS OF '87

Suzanne Basiago is pleased to announce the
opening of Basiago Law Office in Edina,
Minn . She provides real estate law and
construction law services to her clients.
Along with their 100-lb. German shepherd,
she and her husband live on a large wooded
lot with a two-story home.

CLASS OF '86

Terry Beseman is the accounting supervisor at the West Central E;llperiment Station
in Morris.
David Born of Shakopee, Minn., was recently named the city of Golden Valley's
Police Officer of the Year. He joined the
department in 1991 after serving two years
on the New Hope Police Department. David
and wife Terri are proud to announce the
birth of Brad on June 24, 1996.
Neil Carlson of St. Paul, Minn., is employed by the University of Minnesota as an
industrial hygenist.

The Prairie Eddcation Association named
Bart Hill as a teacher of the year nominee
rewesenting Madison-Marietta-Nassau
Elemenary School. He teaches fourth grade
at Madison (Minn.) Elementary School, and
coaches baseball at Lac Qui Parle High
School. Bart and wife Julie are expecting a
child in June.
Patricia (Daigle) Hoffman was recently
promoted to account assistant in the Minneapolis office of Padilla Speer Beardsley Inc.
(PBS), a Twin Cities-based public relations
consulting firm. Previously a senior group
administrator in the firm' s investor relations
and business-to-business practice areas for
more than six years, Hoffman will now be
providing public relations support to the
investor relations practice through writing,
media relations, and research.
Darcy (Ayers) and Troy Hoyt recently celebrated their daughter Mariah ' s first birthday on April 7. Both teach 4th grade with the
Springfield (Minn.) Public Schools, where
Darcy also coaches volleyball and the family lives.
Matthew McCormick and family live in
Rapid City, S.D. They recently built a new
house and are expecting a baby to join their
one-year-old daughter. In addition, Matthew started a State Farm Insurance business
in Rapid City.

Penny (Bruns) Brynildson and her husband are proud to announce the birth of their
first child, Thomas Aaron Brynildson, born
on December 13, 1996. Penny was recently
promoted to assistant professorofhealth and
physical education at Bethel College in St.
Paul. Penny and family live in Andover,
Minn.
Susan Frass is a substitute K-12 teacher at
the Morris Public Schools. Her daughter,
Jackie, is getting married to Chad Wente,
both from Morris.
Gwen (Athman) and Martin Garber announce that Michael Don was born on July
30, 1996, joining one brother, Grant (4).
Martin is a middle school band director, and
Gwen is a social studies teacher, both with
the Milaca School District. The Garber
family lives in Milaca, Minn.
Kaye (Andersh) and Todd Hesemann are
proud to announce the arrival of their daugh:
ter, Danica. Both Kaye and Todd are computer programmers. The Hesemann family
lives in New Hope, Minn.
Mahjoub Labyad is an environmental health
specialist and is currently working on a
project with Water Treatment Facility, a
publically owned treatment facility working
to stop pollutants such as mercury, PCB , and
dioxin from reaching the Great Lakes. He
lives in Duluth, Minn.

Kenneth Theisen is the owner of Alternative Business Furniture in Eden Prairie, Minn.
He has one child, Samuel (9 months). The
Theisen family lives in Plymouth, Minn.

,

Carol (Olson) and Donald Vancura live in
Barnesville, Minn. with their two children,
ages four and one. Don is a manager at Rent
To Own in Fargo, N.D.
Dean and Mary (Peltier) Walters of Jackson, Minn. , have three children: Anna (10),
Daniel (9), and Nathan (6). Mary recently
graduated with a degree in medical administration, and Dean is a teacher and coach at
Jackson High School.
CLASS OF '88

Karen (Roiland) Brown is a second grade
teacher at Eau Claire Elementary School.
She had a baby girl, Marissa Louise, on
November 28, 1996. The Brown family
lives in Eau Claire, Wis.
Nancy (Rippe) Burtchaell writes, "Most
importantly, we have been blessed with a
beautiful boy, Patrick Sullivan, who was
born on May 26. As far as music goes, my
husband constructed me a folk harp which I
play in my spare time and which gives me a
lot of satisfaction and joy. Ilove reading the
Alumni News and other UMM publications
I receive. Keep up the good work and enjoy

Ken Heitzman and his wife Jeanne are
proud to announce the birth of their second
son Michael John. Ken is in his ninth year of
teaching in Willmar where he was recently
named head football coach.
Dean and Antonia Kasparek of St. Paul,
Minn., have two children: Jacob (4) and
Megan (9 months). Dean is going back to
school for a second education degree. He
currently works for the Department of Defense as an environmental officer.
Sandra (Carlson) and Brad Jacobson live
in Cambridge, Minn. They are expecting
their fourth child in March. Sandra is a
programming specialist with Control Data
Systems, Inc. , and Brad is employed with
Pace Analytical Services, Inc.
Joel and Jolene (Kubista) Kennedy recently celebrated their daughter Jasmine' s
first birthday on April 11 . Joel is the president and chief executive officer at Alliance
Computer Solutions, Inc. Jolene is the office manager at Alliance Computer Solutions. The Kennedy family resides in Eagan,
Minn.
Cynthia (Doll) Koehn is a homemaker and
CATCHING UP continued on page 11
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Catching Up

To submit an item for Catching Up, just fill out this form and send it to: David Kelly,
Coordinator of Alumni Affairs, UMM, Behmler Hall, Morris, MN 56267.
Let us hear from you! Next Catching l/Jl deadline is July 31.
If we create an Alumni Relations Class Notes website:

0

Yes, include mine

0

No, do not include mine.

•

Name(s)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Class(es) of_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Did you graduate? Yes___ No_ __
Note:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Marie Franzeen ('86) LeFebvre and Matthew LeFebvre of St. Paul, Minn. are expecting their first child in June. Marie is the
ticket services director at the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra. Matthew recently finished a
master's degree.
Alumni Network Interests (please check all that apply)
Jeffrey Ledermann works for the State of
Minnesota in waste management and the
Office of Environmental Assistance. Jeffrey and family are expecting their second
baby in June.
Robert and Denise (Ruter) Murphy of
Brookl yn Park, Minn ., have one child ,
Micay la (2). Robert is a medi cal sales rep-

---social networking
---business/career development
---advising current students & young alums
---helping job hunters
---alumni phonathons
---legislative efforts for UMM
---serving on Alumni Association
---serving as a Class Agent
Board of Directors
---assisting in admissions efforts
---organize geographic network and social events in my area

CLIP AND SEND TO: Alumni Relations, UMM, Morris, MN 56267~2134
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SCOREBOARD continued from page 5

•First-ever U.S. Women's University National Wrestling Championships
held at UMM.
•UMM hosted a Minnesota/USA
Wrestling Regional Training Site for GrecoRoman and Freestyle wrestling this spring.

74.II that jazz!

MEN'S TENNIS
Junior Jason Perkins was the men's
tennis coach and top returning player this
year. The Cougars placed third in the conference tournament season finale.
WOMEN'S TENNIS
A 5-3 dual match record and a 5thplace finish. Called the "Iron Six" by Coach
Jim Severson, imd limited to a short threeweek season by weather conditions, they
improved from last year's 6th place conference finish and 3-3 dual record.
OUTDOOR TRACK AND FIEW
Men's and women's outdoor seasons concluded with fifth-place finishes at
the NSIC Championships in Moorhead. The
Cougar women, who garnered seven personal bests for the year, were led by Amy
Skeate (St. Cloud) and Kelly Murphy (Plymouth), who combined for 40 of the team's
47 points. Others cited by head coach Ken
Crandall are Kristi Jensen (Langford, S.D.)
and Anne Schwartz (Carlton). Cougar men
were led by Jeff Hansen (Paynesville), who
finished in the 400M dash with hi s best time
of the yearat 51 .26. Reshard Saulter (Boynton
Beach, Fla.) finished second with a javelin
throw of 44' 7, eclipsing his best by over two
inches. Hansen and Saulter finished second
and third in the meet, respectively .

MUSIC DIRECTOR Buddy Degier ('86) and alumni jazzers warm up for the evening Jazz

Fest performance.

SOFTBALL
•Under Head coach Heather
Hoehn , 1-2 season record. High lights:
•.321 team batting average
•Rookie catcher, Heather Nelson
(Alexandria), .625 avg.
•Anita Helmin (Foley), I of the 21
players to make the AII-NSIC team.

HANSON continued from page 5

constantly got better. He was a very explosive offensive player. Other teams had to
play around him," Severson said. "He had an
excellent senior season with many, many
triple doubles. He's just an excellent division II basketball player."
Following his graduation from
UMM, Hanson, an economics and business
management major, plans to study corporate
law at Notre Dame or the University of
Minnesota's Twin Cities campus. Severson
added that Hanson will have the opportunity
to continue his basketball career in either
Europe or a league such as Canada' s CBA.
The toughest part about leaving
UMM for Hanson is tht: fact that he will be
separated from his team. Throughout his
career, he and the rest of the Cougars have
delighted the home crowd and strengthened
Cougar Pride while forming a tight bond on
. and off the court.
"The friendsh ips and the closeness of the team were the best thing about
playing here. A lot of people are amazed at
how close-knit the team is. That's not real
common in college basketball." Hanson said.
"These are my friends and teammates. We've
been real successful. I'm going to miss the
camaraderie and competition."

Editors Note: While Profile
was in production, we received word
that Todd is among only 32 other student athletes in the country who maintained a minimum GPA of 3.0 on a 4.0
scale to receive an NCM Post Scholarship Award. He will receive $5,000 to
begin his post-graduate work at the
University of Minnesota Law School
this fall.
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demic affai rs and dean, presented
"CAMERA OBSCURA - Cinematic
Technique in the Novels of Vladimir
Nabokov" at the annual meeting of the
Northeast MLA in Philadelphia, at a
session on "Twentieth-Century Russ"F
Literature." "Looking Over the E
Futures of American Colleges and Uni~
versities, or, Life in the Fast Lane ... As
Seen by a Tortoise," also by Schuman,
f5.?W,J ~e)996 national.meeting o
.
Natiori'a!'Collegiate ; Honors Counc1
appears as the Prologue to the winter
1997 issue of The National Honors Report;; l~ading off a seri~s of articles oh
.. ; .
h~ Publfo.'
Former UMM professor of psycho log
Ernest D. Kemble and Michael If.
Goblirsch ('96), coUaborated on an article,ti_tled " Effect ~f l.I hunination C o~:
dition on Risk Assess~ent Behaviort~t
Mice," which was printed in a rece~t
issue of The Psychological Record.

SMILE FOR THE CAMERA Angie Smith ('95)! (Actually Angie is chatting with Dawn

Busch ['97] and Amanda Peter ['97], not pictured.) Recent grads, Amy Powers ('95), Naomi
Rettke ('96) and Kris Igo ('95) returned to Morris for Jazz Fest celebrations.
WCEDA continued from page I

BASEBALL
The Cougars' fini shed the season
2- 10 in the conference, under head coach
Mark Fohl. Senior Luke McLain (Buffalo),
earned NSIC Player of the Week honors for
his series against Southwest State going 8
for 13 at the plate with two RBIs.

Faculty antl Staff
Sam Schuman, vice chancellor for aca-

The March 19 Rochester Post-Bulletin
~ites "l ssociate professor of histor~,
Roland Guyotte, on the topic "If (Senator Paul) Wellstone were to win the
presidency in 2000... " Among "firsts,"
according to Guyotte, Well stone would
come f d the office as"the first wrestlet
since Abraham Lincoln. In addition'.'
says Guyotte, Wellstone would be orie
of the most "follicly-challenged" presidents. "If you look at presidential elec·tions, ordinarily the taller candidates
and the hairier candidates win."

businessman Ken Johnson, arid retired
economy.
UMM owes its begi nnings to judge Keith Davison, both of Morris. New
local citizen action. In the late 1950s, to WCEDA are steering committee memWCEDA members vigorously lobbied the bers Kathy Moen, president of the Morris Seung-Ho Joo, assistant professor of
legi slature to establish a campus of the Dollars for Scholars Foundation ; Les political science, presented a paper (coUniversity of Mi nnesota in Morris, at the Norman, superintendent of the Morris Area authored with T. Kwak) titled "Intersite of the West Central School of Agri- Public Schools; and Mary Ann Scharf, Korean Bilateral Agenda for The Fourculture. WCEDA's efforts were success- Stevens County extension educator, all of Party Peace Talks" in March 1997 at the
ful, and in 1960 UMM admitted its fi rst Morris. "This is a great group of individu- 38th Annual Convention oflnternational
freshman class. In an energetic demon- als who believe in higher education and Studies Association, Toronto. The pastration of community support, WCEDA recognize the importance of UMM to our per will be published this year in Pacific
raised more than 40 percent of UMM' s region," Morrison said.
Focus.
During the next 12 months, the
operating budget that year.
WCEDA's campaign was a tre- WCEDA steering committee will orga- Dian Lopez, an assistant professor of
mendous victory for this part of the state, nize a lobbying campaign on behalf of the · computer science, made a trip to Swesaid Morris businessman Bud Rentz, who UMM science project. As part of that den as the result of an earlier invitation
was part of that original push for UMM effort, the group hopes to recruit WCEDA by,Lu~i~a University to speak' with Stu~
and who later attended UMM. Today, he - members from across the region.
dents and staff about computer science.
said, UMM is a well-respected educa- "WCEDA needs volunteers from all over
Lopez gave three separate presentatiol}s,
tional institution with a nationally recog- west central Minnesota to meet with citiaddressed the enttre University about
zens and legislators to explain the impornized liberal arts program.
women and current trends in the field of
Rentz is one of the three original tance of this project," Morrison said.
computer
science, aiid spoke to erigi=
She
added:
"We're
hoping
to
members ofWCEDA who are serving on
·
the current steering committee. Otherorigi- make a big noise at the Capitol next year! neering classes.
nal members who have agreed to lead the We expect the legislature to hear from
re-activated citizens group are CPA and west central ·Minnesota!"
Chris Cole, associate professor, presented at a rare plant s onference at the
For information on how you as an alum can become involved in the WCEDA effort, call Missouri Botanical Garden a summary
Maddy Maxeiner, assistant to the chancellor for external affairs, (320) 589-6066.
of research he and Margaret
Kuchenreuther, assistant professor
(both in biology) have conducted on
genetic variation in northern monkshoods. The presentation is titled "RJ\PD
and Isozyme Variation in Black Hills
Aconitum Populations: Diverse But Not
Distinct." UMM alumni Joseph Williams ('96), Kristine Giese ('95), and
Annalisa Prahl ('95) also worked on the
project, studyi ng the similarity of the
Black Hills plants to e ndangered species in the Midwest and eastern U.S.,
and to common species in the westyJn
U.S.
I

WCEDA STEERING COMMITTEE Front: Kathy Moen, David Johnson, Liz Morrison,
and Dennis Ellefson. Back: Bud Rentz, Keith Davison, Ken Johnson, Les Norman, Maddy
Maxeiner, and Mary Ann Scharf.
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CATCHING UP conti nued fro m page 9

Mary Kay consultant in Farmington, Minn.
On January 25 , 1997, a daughter, Amanda
Jo, was born.

YOUSAIDIT

Kathryn Kuntz is a project manager at
Energy Center in Madison, Wis.
Elizabeth Kwakenat of Brooklyn Park,
Minn., is an accountant with Reliastar.
Peter and Sandra (Samuelson) ('87)
Roverud have a one-year-old son named
Caleb Joseph. Sandra works as a legal
assistant. Pete continues to work for Blue
Cross Blue Shield. The Roverud family
lives in Lakeville, Minn.

For the past two years, Renae Steiner has
been an attorney for the law firm of Heines,
Mills, & Olson in anti-trust and security
class action. Renae lives in Minneapolis.
CLASS OF '89

Fridley, Minn., resident Eric Bergman has
a two-year-old son named Drew.
Paul and Nanci (Sifferath) ('90) Brown
live in Inver Grove Heights, Minn. Paul is a
manager of restaurant operations and transportation with the Burger King Corp. Nanci
is the manager of special accounting at Blue
Cross/Blue Shield of Minnesota.
Carol (Munns) Cooper recently had a baby
girl, Kelly Grace, born on November 29,
1996. Her two-year-old son, Jay, seems to
enjoy Kelly's company. The Cooper family~
recently moved to Kirksville, Mont., where
Carol is a temporary stay-at-home mom.
She will join the academic faculty at the
nearby community college this summer.

This summer, Mark Foss will graduate from
the University of South Dakota with a
master's of business administration degree.
He currently lives in Aberdeen, S.D.
Mark Gisi shares, "I'm a captain in the
United States Air Force serving as an assistant professor for Aerospace Studies, Air
Force ROTC Detachment 440, University
of Missouri, Columbia."

Ratliff-Crain, Olson-Loy get
University-wide honors
Associate professor of psychology Jeffrey Ratliff-Crain is this year's
recipient of the Minnesota Psychological Association's Walter D. Mink Outstand- ·
ing Teacher of Undergraduate Psychology Award.
There is only one recipient of this award each year. According to UMM
professor of psychology Eric Klinger - who, along with junior and senior
psychology students, nominated Ratliff-Crain - in the eight years that this award
has been given, UMM faculty have received the honor four times.
Sandra Olson-Loy, director of Student Activities, was selected as one of
five recipients University-wide for the Academic Staff Award. Each year the
University of Minnesota selects five academic professional and administrative
staff for this award. Olson-Loy was selected from among 38 other nominations
from throughout the University.

FLOOD continued from page 3

spring tour, was thwarted due to the
flooding. A call to Twin Valley, a small
town 11 miles east of Ada, secured a
concert location at Norman County East
High School. The UMM administration
covered the loss of income from the
concert with a $500 contribution to the
choir's travel and concert expenses. The
choir members themselves covered the
cost of their meals and a big portion of
the travel expenses.
A free will offering for flood
disaster relief was taken during the intermission of the performance with all
the funds collected going to help the
people of Ada.
·

Dan and Janet (Lutter) Henjum recently
celebrated the one-year birthday of their first
child, Seth Michael. The Henjum family
lives in St. Louis Park, Minn. Dan is a
biochemist with Sanofi Diagnostics in
Chaska, and Janet is an independent computer trainer in Minneapolis.

Vou•re Invited!
So are your spouse, kids, and guests

sQD [1\1] rNlerFest 3

Todd Hyde is a district sales manager with
TAP Pharmaceuticals. He has been married
for the past five years and lives in Phoenix,
Ariz.
Gary Ihnen is a business manager with
Northwest Iowa Physical Therapy and
Wellness in Sheldon, Iowa.
Rebecca (Fischer) Kirchoff works at Merrill
Lynch. She had a baby boy on September 6,
1996. Baby Cole joins Rebecca and husband Mitch. The Kirchoff family lives in
Shakopee, Minn.
Charlene and Paul ('87) LaGrange of
Winona, Minn., are proud to announce the
birth of their son, Andrew Calvin. He arrived on January 17, 1997.
Sandra (Kness) McDavid is the director of
nutrition services at Osteopathic Medical
Center of Texas. She is expecting her first
child in March. The McDavid family lives
in Fort Worth.
Timothy McLaughlin is an attorney with
the law office of Peter G. Angelos in Knoxville, Tenn. The McLaughlin family welcomed Alexandria McLaughlin, born on
December 27, 1996.
Belinda (Boyer) Miller is a middle school
teacher and physical education and health
teacher in Yankton, S.D., at Sacred Heart
Catholic School. She lives in nearby Viborg,

The White Earth Indian Tribal
Council supplied the choir with 17 rooms
and a free breakfast at the Shooting Star
Casino Hotel in Mahnomen, Minn., for
the night following the concert. The
benefit raised $860, and Lutheran Brotherhood matched that and wrote a check
for $1,730 for the purchase of pumps
and generators for Ada.
•The United Staff Association
(USA) members, comprised of Civil
Service, AFSCME and Teamsters staff,
collected $500 in a "pass-the-hat" effort. The USA as an association added
$100, and Lutheran Brotherhood added
$400 for a total flood relief contribution
of$1,000.

. . . ._' I,,,,
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Saturday, August 16, 1997 •
1 :00 - 7:00 p.m.
Tim ('78) and Deb Peterson's Hobby Farm
Near Litchfield, Minn.

This is your invitation to a special event, compliments of the UMM Alumni Association. You and
your family are invited to join with UMM alumni as
our special guests for an afternoon of outdoor fun-games, volleyball, frisbee, and more. We'll provide
the brats, burgers, sodapop and ice tea, and you
can bring a dish to share. Mark your calendar and
join U1e fun!

......._ \ I/

q,

,,.
1

See you there!

(Questions? Call the Alumni Office at 320/589-6066.)

From west or south of the Twin Cities:
Take 394 west. It becomes Hwy 12. Continue on Hwy 12 through Litchfield to Hwy 22. Turn right
onto Hwy 22 (heading north) and go4.5 miles to Co. Rd. 16/320th Street. Turn right (heading east)
onto 320th Street; it's a gravel road. About 1.5 miles later, it curves, and the entrance to the Hobby
Farm is just beyond the curve. The entrance will be well marked.

From north of the Twin Cities:
Take Hwy 55 west into Eden Valley where it intersects with Hwy 22. Turn left onto Hwy 22
(heading south) and go about6miles to Co. Rd.16/320th Street. Turn left (heading east) onto320th
Street; it's a gravel road. About 1.5 miles later, it curves, and the entrance to the Hobby Farm is
just beyond the curve. The entrance will be well marked.

From everywhere else in the state:
Head toward Litchfield and Hwy 22 in the central part of the state, and follow the directions above.

CATCffiNG UP continued on page 12
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!Catching Up
Class Notes from Universitv of Minnesota, Morris Alumni
S.D.

Ellen (Jarchow) Moritz was promoted to
senior vice president at First Bank of Colorado in Vail, where she resides.
Stephen and Karen (Kohler) Nelsen of
Hutchinson, Minn., are expecting their first
child in August. Karen is a social worker
with McLeod County, and Stephen is a program manager at Focus Homes, Inc.
Blaine and Lisl!(Lavigne) Novak are proud
to announce the birth of their fourth child on
January 17, 1997. Mariah joins siblings
Aynsley, Jordon, and Shane. Blaine is a
science teacher and coach at the New York
Mills (Minn.) Elementary School. Lisa is a
ECFE teacher in the same school district.
The Novak family lives in New York Mills.
Timothy Ray directed"A Piece of My Heart"
at the community theatre in Barrett, Minn. It
was entered in the state one-act play festival
and won the "Outstanding Ensemble A ward."
.Rickard Roche of Elk River was recently
promoted to an account executive with
Horace Mann Insurance Company. More
exciting though, was the birth of the Roche
family's third daughteron February 5, 1997.
Tracy Salisbury is a community assistance
forester with the Washington Department of
Natural Resources. She earned a master's
degree in urban forestry from the University
of Minnesota. She lives in Olympia, Wash.
Ken Traxlger writes, "I am continuing my
post doctoral studies in biochemistry, but
the research group has relocated to the University of Missouri, Kansas City ."
John and Christine (Kapla) ('92)
Vankempen write, "We both began a new
full-time job on July 16, 1996 in the form of
an 8-lb. bundle named Holly Ray. She is a
wonderful blessing! John continues to teach
science in Evansville, Minn. Chris is a
special education teacher in Alexandria."
Robert Vipond is attending the master of
liberal studies program at UMM . In addition, he teaches social studies at Discovery
Middle School in Alexandria, Minn.
CLASS OF '90

Robin (Koltes) Albert teaches internet and
other technology classes at Perham (Minn.)
High School. She graduated from St. Cloud
State University with a master's degree in
Educational Administration and Leadership.
Robin and husband Vance have two children, Cody (5) and Rachelle (3).
Jon Gubrud married Darcy Lease on July
19, 1996. Jon is a science teacher at Willmar
Senior High School, and Darcy is a music
teacher and choir director at Ridgewater
College. The couple live in Willmar, Minn.
St. Cloud, Minn., resident Diane Heid is
planning an October 1997 wedding. She is
a clinical laboratory information system specialist.

Carrie (Seaton) Jepma is a graduate student at St. Cloud State University working
towards a principalship.
Dr. Amy Karsten writes, "I am a Peace
Corps volunteer here in Loja, Ecuador. I am
working as a veterinarian in a university
veterinary school in which I am teaching
practical labs for students and professors.
Things are quite a few years behind our U.S.
standards, so there is plenty of work to do."
After earning a bachelor's degree from
Tougaloor College in 1992, Venetia Ann
Miller is working on a master's degree in
guidance and counseling at Jackson State
University. She also serves as a missionary
at St. Paul Church of God in Christ. She is
president of the Women's Fellowship, presipage 12

dent of the music department, a Bible class
teacher, the adviser for Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc., and residential life coordinator at Tougaloo College. Her address is:
P.O. Box 727, Tougaloo, MS 39174.

Stephen and Lynn (Hulbert) ('91) Moore
recently celebrated the first birthday of their
son Schuyler Thomas Moore on March 13,
1997. Lynn is an environmental health specialist with Waseca County, and Stephen is
the city administrator of Mapleton, Minn.
Redfield, S.D., residents Barbara (Bush)
and Donald ('89) Paulson have three kids:
Naomi, 8; Charles, 5; and Maggie, I. Barbara is a preschool teacher at Our Savior's
Lutheran Littlelambs, and Donald works at
the South Dakota Developmental Center.

Dorothy Reiner took a year off from teaching first grade at Lincoln Elementary School
in Alexandria, Minn., to sell real estate.
Cherie (Boegeman) Robinson has a oneyear-old daughter named Karina. The
Robinson family lives in Austin, Texas.
Dennis Waskul recently earned a doctrate
degree from Oklahoma State University. He
lives in Stillwater, Okla.
CLASS OF '91

Carol Anderson of Hutchinson, Minn.,
works at Hutchinson Technology, Inc.
Greta L. Bahnemann writes, "As of last
fall I have a new job. I am now Curator of
Exhibits at the Oshkosh Public Museum in
Oshkosh, Wis."
Kathryn Barth is an international
reservationist at Sato Travel in Sterling, Va.,
where she resides.
Recently married on Valentine' s Day,
Donald Beissel and Melanie Frerking live in
St. Paul. Donald is a registered nurse in the
cardiopulmonary unit at United Hospital in
St. Paul.

Patti Berg shares with us, "I recently became the director of education for the Associated Builders and Contractors of Minnesota. This meant ending my teaching career,
but it was the best choice I've made. I love
my job. My awesome apartment is in Eden
Prairie, and my much healthier self is enjoying clothes shopping and life! Give me a
call!! I know a great band to listen to:
STREETSIDE RHYTHM!!"
Darda Boschee recently married and owns
a graphic design and computer consulting
firm. She lives in South Charleston, W. Va.
Christopher Chopp has one son, CJ., and
is an alternative education teacher in St.
Cloud, Minn. The Chopp family lives in
Waite Park, Minn.
Apply Valley, Minn ., residents Brian and
Janeen (Schletz) ('92) Clauson are expecting a baby in May. Brian is employed at
Taylor Investments Co., and Janeen works
at Diversified Pharmaceutical Services in
Minnetonka, Minn.
In May, Kevin and Anita (Heinecke) ('93)
Erkens of Rockville, Minn., will celebrate
the first birthday of their daughter. Anita is
a German teacher at Sartell (Minn.) Middle
School, and Kevin is employed at St. Cloud
Toyota.

Nancy (Walsh) Eystad had a baby girl,
Emily Jo, on November 18, 1996. The
Eystad family lives in Park Rapids, Minn.
Kurt Flaten continues to teach physics and
chemistry and coach football at Kewaunee
(Wis.) High School. Kurt lives in Kewaunee.
Todd A. Heimer and Susan Goodman
Heimer live in Laurel, Md. Todd received

his doctoral degree in chemistry from John
Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. in July
1996. He accepted a postdoctoral position at
the National Institute of Standards and Technology in Gaithersburg, Md. Susan is a
doctoral candidate in biology at the University of Maryland in Baltimore.

Linda Hoffman is a social studies teacher
and swim coach at Minnewaska Area High
School in Glenwood, Minn.
Jodi Huberty continues to live in Wayzata,
Minn. She is employed as a database specialist for Carlson Marketing Group in Plymouth, Minn.
Schaumburg, Ill. resident Lori Inman accepted a marketing director position at Golf
Mill Shopping Center in Chicago. She has
been with General Growth Management Inc.
for five years. "I miss the old Indy 3C gang!
E-mail me at LLINMAN@JUNO.COM."

Jeanne (Nelson) Lawrence is happily married with a two-year-old daughter named
Emily. She works at Starkey Labs in Glencoe,
Minn.

U of M College of Veterinary Medicine in
1996 and am engaged to Tara Berg, also a U
of M College of Vet Med grad. I am an
equire veterinarian in Littleton, Colo., and
Tara is a small animal veterinarian in Parker,
Colo."

Sandra Tighe writes, "I recently got a job
with the FAA as an air traffice control specialist at New York Centre. I live in Bayport,
N.Y. on Southern Long Island."
Marcella Watzl and Mark Scafe live in St.
Paul. Marcella is a software trainer at Catapult Software Training in Minneapolis.
Jennifer (Evans) and Thomas Wetschka
live in Sandstone, Minn. Thomas is an
English teacher at East Central High School,
and Jennifer is a kindergarten teacher at St.
Mary's Catholic School.
Diane (Tobie) Wonchoba celebrated the
first birthday of her daughter, Alison Daniel.
Diane is a mortage broker at Northwest
Mortgage in Maple Grove, Minn. The
Wonchoba family lives in White Bear Lake,
Minn.

Carl and Tracy (Nelson) ('92) Lipke write,
"We have moved again! We left YMCA of
the Ozarks in January,, and Carl is now the
Executive Director at YMCA Camp Wapsie,
just north of Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Also in
January, we celebrated our first child, Samuel
Carl. Praise God!"

Battle Lake, Minn. residents Lisa (Holm)
and Steven Young have a new baby boy.
The couple is busy with their two businesses: Shoreline Restaurant & Lanes and
Oakwood Supply.

Nie Magnuson is a self-employed painter.
On May 3, 1996, his son, Reid was born. The
Magnuson family lives in Herman, Minn.

Tina (Tatge) Baldwin announces the birth
of a baby girl, Ali Rae. She joins big brother
Jalen at home. The Baldwin family lives in
Louisburg, Minn.

Andover, Minn. resident, Anne (Bruss)
Nelson shares news of the birth of her first
child, Megan Anne, born on November 23,
1996. Anne is a registered nurse with
Fairview Southdale Hospital in Edina, Minn.

Karen (Reddy) Nevin just had a second
child, Trenton James, born November 18,
1996. Trenton joins one brother, Trevor (3).
Karen is a quality manager at Label Resources in Hopkins, Minn. The Nevin family lives in Rogers, Minn.
Julie (Dettman) Noe of Farmington, Minn.,
Jias one son, Isaac (2). Julie is a programmer
and analyst with National Counseling Research Center.
Jeffrey Richert recently returned to school
for a special education degree from St. Thomas University. Jeff lives in Minneapolis.
Aaron and Genoveva (Guzman) Rocha
live in Chicago, where Aaron is the director
of Hispanic Services at PSI Services, Inc.,
and Genoveva is a nursing student at the
University of Illinois.
Newlyweds AnneSchindeldecker and Robert Parshall married last fall. Anne works in
Minneapolis for Aetna Inc., as a claims
benefits specialist.

Shelly (Busche) and Leon Stockinger of
Sauk Rapids, Minn., are proud to announce
the birth of their daughter, Olivia, on January 20, 1997.
Gerri Swiers is a substitute teacher in the
Mahnomen school district. She has three
children, the youngest of which, was born in
June 1996. TheSwiers family lives in Bejou,
Minn.
Shelia Terryl and Sara Kerr McManus
write, "We are beverage professionals !
Shelia is engaged to a banker who is financing Sheila's market research. Sara' s husband, a beer baron, supplies (and researches)
the market trends (of said beverages). (i.e.
Sheila is in management at Haskell's, and
Sara is a marketing director for a beverage
wholesaler.) We are having lots of fun!"
J.C Thieke shares, "(I) graduated from the

CLASS OF '92

Julie (Tuin) Bauman is a kindergarten
teacher at Sioux Valley, Round Lake, and
Brooster. She lives in_Worthington, Minn.
Deanna Beal will receive her master's of
speech language pathology at the University
of Minnesota in the spring. She lives in St.
Paul.
Geoffrey Bradshaw is in the final stages of
completing a doctrate in anthropology at the
University of Wisconsin at Madison.
Jean (Fellbaum) Braun of Ramsey, Minn.,
completed a master's degree in elementary
education from St. Mary's University.
Suzanne Brown is planning a May 1997
wedding. She will start law school in Lincoln, Neb., in the fall. Suzanne is a training
coordinator with Computer Software Company.
Robert L. Carson writes, "After a few
years of teaching in the metro area and
working on a master's program in Environmental Science Education at Mankato State,
I took a teaching position in Mekoryuk,
Alaska. I teach science and math (7-12) and
am the student council adviser as well as the
assistant basketball coach. I look forward to
hearing from any Western Canada/Alaska
trippers of '92. All of this stems from the
Peter Whelan's Western Canada and Alaska
Trip '92 which got me interested in returning
to Alaska."
Gwen (May) Guerra has been living in
Miami since graduation. She works in human resources for a pharmaceutical company . She has been married one year to Luis,
and they have a new baby, Ryan Alexander,
born January 3, 1997.
Melissa Gray is in grad school for library
science and is a licensed insurance agent.
James and Julie (Stephas) ('94) Harstad
live in Crystal, Minn. James is a credit risk
analyst with Metris Financial Services, and
Julie is a pharmacy technician.
CATCHING UP continued on page 13
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Here is a preview of the exciting Homecoming events planned for this fall. It is never too early to make your UMM Homecoming plans!

10:00am-4:00pm Art Gallery

9:00am-5:00pm Art Gallery
9:30am

Alumni Career Fair Breakfast

The Mall
11:00am

MSP Alumni Association
Reception and Roundtable

MRCLnunge
5:00--6:45pm

Alumni Appreciation and Career
Exploration Banquet

7:00--9:00pm

Alumni Association Annual Meeting

Oyate Hall, Student Center
Moccasin Flower Room, Student Center
7:30pm

Pep Fest and Coronation

After 9:00pm

Jazz Combos, TBA
University Register and KUMM
informal reunions, Met Lnunge

Edson Auditorium

11:30am

3:00--5:00pm
4:00--6 :00pm
7:00--9:00pm

E-Quality Open House

7&9:00pm

CAC-Films movie

8:00pm

Cougar Hall of Fame Banquet and
Awards Presentation. Oyate Hall,
Student Center. Reservations preferred,
call the P.E. office at (320) 589-6421.
CA VE Concert, Edson Auditorium

Edson Auditorium, Student Center

Oyate Hall, Student Center
Basement P.E. Annex

After 8:00pm

Homecoming Band and Choir
Concert.

Recital Hall of HFA

Parade! Winding through downtown
and ending on campus.
Football game. Cougars battle
Bemidji State on Cougar Field
UMM Bookstore Open
Alumni Homecoming Reception

1:30pm

2:00pm

Tailgate Party

The Mall

Oyate Hall, Student Center
3:00--5:00pm

Humanities Fine Ans Center

l 0:OOam-4:00pm Homecoming Welcome Booth

Oyate Hall, Student Center
11 :00am-2:30pm Alumni Career Fair

12:00am-4:00pm Art Gallery

Humanities Fine Arts Center

Humanities Fine Ans Center

Plans are underway to
dedicate works of art ereated by UMM alumni Mark
Knierim ('87) and Lorie
Schackman ('81) for the
UMM Student Center.

For further information call the Office of Alumni Relations at (320) 589-6066.
/

CATCHING UP continued from page 12
Kimberly (Denton) Haller of Arlington,
Minn., is a sales administrator with ADC
Telecommunications.
Amy Hines graduated from the University
of Minnesota in 1996 with a history degree.
She is in graduate school at St. Cloud State
University.
Charlotte Hoffman is teaching geometry at
Cedar Mountain Schools in Morgan, Minn.
Charlotte and husband Mark run a dairy
farm while raising their two children, Joshua
(3) and McKayla (2).
Shelly (Nelson) Huseby and husband Daniel
announce the birth of their first child, Hannah
Marie, born February 4, 1997. The Huseby
family lives in the Willmar, Minn. area.
Amy Joppa got engaged on Valentines's
Day to Tom Trksak from New Jersey. The
couple anticipates an April 1998 wedding.
Amy is in her fifth year teaching at Central
Elementary in Worthington, Minn.
St. Paul resident Lynn Leitte is an archival
professor at the Minnesota Historical Society .
Windom, Minn., head football coach Bill
Magnuson is believed to be the first person
to participate in the Prep Bowl as both a
player and a head coach. Bill coached the
Eagles in their 24-7 loss to Breck in the Class
B 1996 tournament and played for Park
Rapids in 1983 when it lost 36-14 to
Hutchinson for the Class A championship.

Jose Marquez and Gina Brunko ('94),
both employed in the UMM Office of Admissions and Financial Aid, wed on May I 0
in Fergus Falls, Minn.
Edward and Michelle (Berg) ('91) Mcintee
are expecting a baby. Edward is attending
grad school, and Michelle is an associate
program manager for Business Incentives in
Minneapolis.

John Na works as a software engineer at
American Express Financial Advisors. John
lives in St. Paul.
MaryAnn Nelson is the new coordinator of
the Si Ibey County Children's Collaborative.
In .addition, she is a volunteer coordinator
through the Extension Office in Blue Earth
County and is doing public relations for the
the YMCA.
Joy Nielsen writes, "In August of 1996, I
packed my bags and headed for Centralia,
Fla. Why? I was offered a chemistry/
biology teaching position at Kaskaskia College. The school is a two-year community
college. I am enjoying teaching but miss my
friends and family back in the great state of
Minnesota. My new email address is
jmnielsen@kccn.kc.cc.il.us."
Awilda (Wilson) and David Olson live in
Lawrence, Kan. Awilda received her
master's degree in May, and Dave is working at a junior high school teaching world
geography and English.
Tammy (Lemke) and Terrence ('91)
Osterman live in Coon Rapids, Minn.
Tammy works at Fargo Electronics in Eden
Prairie, and Terrence opened his own chiropractic business called Riverside Chiropractic Clinic in Princeton, Minn.
Delano, Minn., residents Rebecca Outly
and Charley Shaffner are expecting a July
baby who will join a three-year-old sister.

Molly (Phillips) Peterson teaches fifth and
sixth grade music at Wadena-Deer Creek
(Minn.) Schools.
Joyce Rawleigh is a technical writer with
Cardiac Pacemakers, Inc. in St. Paul.
Edina, Minn., resident James Salzsiedler is
the national sales representative for Computer Company. He sells software to computer companies around the world.

Mark Shores writes, "In January of this

year, 1 began graduate work at the University of Kentucky in their library and information science. I received a graduate assistantship in the reference department, which
means I spend 12 hours a week working the
reference desk. When I finish in May 1998
I hope to get a reference librarian position in
an academic library, maybe in Minnesota,
maybe somewhere else. Before graduate
school began, I was living in St. Paul and
working for a company called QuikPage,
which constructs home pages."

William Steffl will be married May 16,
1997 to Gizell Reese. After four years of
living and working in Rochester, he is living
in the Twin Cities and working as the directorofliturgy at St. Timothy's Catholic Church
in Blaine.
Danielle (Tjomsland) and Rodman
Strenke are proud to announce the birth of
their son, Gabrielle, born October 29, 1996.
Rodman is a scientist with Crown, Cork, and
Seal, and Danielle is the editor of a local
newspaper. The Strenke family lives in
Tinley Park, Ill.
Kevin Timmins shared with us, "On December I, I accepted a position with IBM
Corporation in Boulder, Colo. I will be team
leader for a computer support help desk for
Pacific Bell Telephone Company. I have
spent the past three months working on the
same project in the San Francisco Bay area
and look forward to being back in Boulder to
do skiing this January!"
Molly (Zimmerman) Turner is expecting
her first child in June 1997. She teaches
kindergarten at Red Lake Elementary. The
Turner family lives in Bemidji, Minn.
In December, Michael Weber was named
Teacher of the Month at the New RichlandHartland-Ellendale-Geneva High School. He
teaches freshmen and junior English.

Paul Widmark is a district representative
for Lutheran Brotherhood. He lives in
Waupaca, Wis.

CLASS OF '93

Kent Bauman and Melanie Abdo ('94) are
engaged. Kent is a police officer for the city
of Granite Falls.
Diane (Lotzer) Broksieck is expecting her
first child in June 1997. The Hillcrest Elementary School teacher Ii ves in Brookings,
S.D.
In January, Todd Donner wrote, "I was
recently married in May of 1996 to Erika
Schmidt, an English grad from North Dakota State University. I am doing a yearlong pharmacy internship, and in March,
Erika and I are going to New Zealand to look
at international healthcare. In May, I will
graduate from NDSU with my PharmD
(Doctrate of Pharmacy), and I can't wait to
eventually practice retail pharmacy!"

Nicole Ferry is employed at First Bank as a
product pricing specialist. She lives in Minneapolis.
After graduating in 1993, Kristine Nelson
Fuge attended law school at Hamline University. She joined the joint degree program
and graduated with ajuris doctor and master
of arts in public administration. After passing the bar examination in August 1996, she
is licensed to practice law in Wisconsin. In
September, she began working as an associate attorney for a two-partner firm in Duluth.
In February, she was sworn into the Minnesota bar. Kristine and husband of one year,
Jeff, live in Superior, Wis.

Joe Gotfredson is back in school pursuing
a master's in education at the University of
Minnesota. In addition, he is a baseball
coach at Roosevelt High School in Minneapolis.
Mark and Suzana (Orwig) Haertzen were
married in September 1996. Suzana is an
accounting manager with General Growth
Management.
CATCHING UP continued on page 14
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James Harney is an insurance adjuster for
General Electric. He lives in Minnetonka,
Minn.

will receive a doctor of veterinary medicine
degree in June. She lives in Minnetonka,
Minn.

Aaron Hoium writes, "After spending a

Diane (Davignon) and Shannon ('94) Ryks

couple of years working for 3M in St. Paul ,
I have recently transferred to our Dental
Products Division in Irvine, Cal. , where( am
a manufacturing engineer. I live in Huntington Beach, just a few blocks from the
ocean ... plenty of surf and sun for this Minnesota boy!"

are proud to announce the birth of their third
child, Hunter Simon Ryks , on January 28.
Diane is busy at home keeping track of the
kids , while Shannon is the manager of unix
sy stems at In Home Health, Inc. in
Minnetonka.

Craig Santer is the girls' varsity coach at
Grand Forks, N.D. resident, Christine Jerde
is a supply technician in the U.S. Air Force.

Columbia Heights High School. He lives in
Minneapolis.

Matthew Kind went back to school for a

Jolene (Thibedeau) Schwellenbach is the

bachelor's degree in civil engineering at the
Institute of Technology at the University of
Minnesota. Matthew lives in Coon Rapids.

program instructor at Thomas Allen Inc.
She is proud to announce the arrival of her
new canine friend, Apollo.

Valerie (Neal) Koss writes, "Derek and I
just had our second child on March 29. His
name is Nicolas Lee, 7poundsand 15oz.,21
inches long. He joins big sister Rachel at
home who will be two in June. I have been
· home during the last year taking care of
Rachel and being the resident manager of the
apartment complex we have lived in since
1993 in Buffalo, Minn. I lost my second
grade teaching job of three years at Cokato
due to budget cuts. I plan to spend another
year at home. I have been working on my
master's degree through St. Mary's University for the last year and will be done this
summer. We have gone through many
changes in the last year, but we are very
happy with all of them."

Darren Selberg shares, " A lot has hap-

Kelly Kueker of Plymouth, Minn., is teaching in the Norwood-Young America school
district.

Kurtis G. Kuhn writes us, "As of June I
became a full-time program director at the
Family YMCA in Los Alamos, New Mexico.
I'm responsible for the coordination of all
our youth sports programs as well as various
adult programs. I'm really enjoying our
humid-less summer and below-zero-less
winters but my future plans definitely include returning to Minn."
St. Paulite Traci Krogstad is an insurance
claims adjustor with Sedgwick James.

pened since my last update. Last May I
bought a house near Lake Nokomis and
spent all summer finishing the basement. In
February, I got engaged to Joan Savage of
Columbia Heights. We are planning a small
wedding and big party some time this summer. In October, I will spend two weeks in
Greece as part of my National Guard training."

Terrence Lang of Maywood, Ill . is a team
leader/manager with Ameritech in Arlington Heights.

Missy (Bos) Groys writes, "I am still in
graduate school. I am in the Industrial Relations Ph.D. program at the University of
Minnesota, Twin Cities. This academic year
has been a very busy one as I hold a research
assistantship, and work on finishing up my
course work and my written qualifying exams (three ofthem ... one each quarter!). My
husband, Scott and I are still Ii ving in
Burnsville. Scott drives for a local trucking
firm .. .so he is home every night. He puts up
with a lot as I live the life of a doctoral
student. The end is drawing nearer though.
My program is a lotofwork ... but I am really
loving it!! We are both looking forward to
summer... and to seeing and/or hearing from
UMM friends soon. Feel free to email me at
mgruys@csom.umn.edu or write me at: 435
W 158th Street, Bumville, MN 55306."
Jason and Jainison (Yurek) Hoium recently bought a house in Hudson, Wis. Jason is a mill work department manager with
Jordan/Millwork Company in St. Paul, and
Jami is an assistant grower with Hermes
Floral in Hudson.
Julie Leppla of North St. Paul is an employ-

working at Multi-Tech Systems, Inc. in
Mounds View as a marketing coordinator."

St. Paul resident Yer Moua is a student at
Northwest Chiropractic.

Spencer and Tonya (Pietruszewski)
Tiernan are doubly excited about the births

Terri Mox recently became a registered

of their twins, Christopher Ryan and Elizabeth Danielle on February 4, 1997. Spencer
is in radio broadcasting on KKOK and three
other stations including the internationally
known "Living Waters." The Tieman family lives in Morris.
In December, Michelle (Bowling) Trebil
shared with us, "After marrying Dan Trebil
in 1992, we transferred up to UND where I
got my nursing degree. Currently, I work in
the Grand Forks Hospital in the NICU and
pediatrics. This May, I went to Russia
which was a wonderful experience. Now we
are looking to relocate to Washington or
Oregon!"
Territory manager at Alliant Food Services,
Kevin Wohlers received the 'Top Banana
A ward of 1996" for having the greatest
increase in produce sales over the 1995-96
year as well as his commitment and leadership. He lives in Morris.

ment technician at Merrick Companies, Inc.

nurse at the University of Minnesota. She
lives in Ramsey, Minn.

Tanya Randolph-Elgin writes, "My husband, Derek Elgin, of Morris, and I had a
baby girl February 25, 1997. Also, I recently
accepted a doctoral internship at the Federal
Medical Center in Lexington, Ken."

Curt and Keely (Palmer) ('94) Rees write,
"We are surviving here in Sioux Falls but are
planning to move to Albuquerque, N.M .
next summer where Keely hopes to (we
haven't received the acceptance letter yet)
attend the University of New Mexico in the
Health Education Ph.D. program. I have
applied in several of the local school districts
and have been offered a job teaching 3rd and
4th grade class in a private school. We hope
to be there at the end of July."
Leslie (Clapper) and Michael Rentz are
both Minnesota Public Information Research
Group (MPIRG) campus organizers. The
couple lives in Cannon Falls, Minn.

CLASS OF '94

Jeanne (Calabrese) and Todd Rodenwald

Kelly ('92) and Anne (Skorjanet) Larson
live in St. Cloud where they are both in
school. Anne should be finished with a
bachelor's degree in psychology in fall 1997,
and Kelly is in the process of finishing a
master's thesis in English.

Corinne Leuthner is getting married on
June 28, 1997, to Dale Schmieg. Currently,
she is studying to be a sign language
interpretor at St. Paul Tech.
St. Cloud couple Gregg and Stacy (Rust)
Martig are busy teaching. Gregg is a civics
teacher and football and basketball coach at
St. Cloud Tech High School. Stacy teaches
math at Sauk Rapids High School.

Meredith McGrath is looking forward to
her May graduation from Western Illinois.
She will graduate with a master's degree.

Karen (Rittenhouse) Mitchell married
Todd Mitchell on August 17, I 996. She is
looking forward to graduating this spring
and moving to the "real" world (getting a job
that actually gives us income! or **gasp**
getting another assistantship for Ph.D. work!)
The Mitchell couple lives in Pullman, Wash.
Current vet school student, Jennifer Pansch
page 14

lishing Company, and David is a financial
analyst for Frito-Lay.
Minneapolis residentJennifer Wagner was
married last year.

Jodi (Kannas) Weelborg currently teaches
German and English at Great Plains Lutheran
High School. She bought a house in Bryant,
S.D.

Sor Xiong owns a commercial cleaning
business in Minneapolis.
CLASS OF '95

Jesse Bartz writes, "I am working for the
Minneapolis Grain Exchange and finding it
to be quite interesting. I also work for
National Camera Exchange where I am able
to continue working with photography."

Brian Blok and Melissa Tondello are engaged to be married on September 13, 1997
in Decatur, Ill. Brian will graduate from
Western Illinois University this spring.
Brian Bohwahnn is working on a doctrate
in psychology at the University of Southern
Illinois. He lives in Carbondale, Ill.
Rachel Brand writes, "Still at Harvard Law

DeAnn Strenke writes, "I am living in
Roseville with Jeanne Kelley and Jen
Aasen. For the last three years I have been

Cathie (Paulsen) and Kevin ('93) Kotter
write, "We're escaping apartment life! We
bought our first house at the end of March
and are living in St. Michael, Minn."

manager for a hotel in St. Paul, and Scott is
employed as the management information
systems supervisor for the Minnesota Department of Transportation.

Luanne (Blok) Angelo of Phillips, Wis.,
recently bought a new house. She is a K-12
music teacher.

live in Eden Prairie, Minn. Jeanne is an
accountant at Lifetouch, and Todd is a kindergarten teacher in the Eden Priaire school
district.

School. Last summer I worked for the FBI
National Security Division in D.C. (I loved
it). Right now I'm doing a part-time clinical
at the Organized Crime Strike Force at the
U.S. Attorney's Office in Boston. This
summer I'll be working at a law firm in D.C.
One more year to go!"

Chad Bounds went back to the University
of Minnesota to study electrical engineering. He lives in St. Paul.
Brandon Burbach will be married in August to Emily Clark ('97) and will begin
graduate school in cellular pharmacology at
the University of Wisconsin in Madison in
the fall of 1997.
In 1996, Kelly Culver graduated from the
University of Wisconsin at LaCrosse with a
BS in chemistry. Currently, she's working
for Dow Coming in sales and is being transferred from the corporate headquarters in
Midland, Mich. , to a regional sales office in
Calif. "I would like to say 'hi' to the all-girl s
floor of Indy Hall of 199 I. We had a blast,
especially with the quote board, floor judging contests, and other unmentionables.
Sorry, I didn't keep in better touch. If any of
you are in Calif., look me up! Colleen kept
me informed about most of you while I was
in LaCrosse, but I would love to hear from
you all!
My email address is
usdccmbf@ibmmail.com."

Masanori Deguchi ofBloomington, Ind., is
a graduate student of linguistics at Indiana
University.

David Brecht and Nicole Newman were
married June 29, 1996. David teaches at
Hopkins High School, and Nicole is a math
teacherat Richfield High School. The couple
lives in Minnetonka, Minn.

Fairmont, Minn. resident Melinda (Novak)
Schober is currently teaching Spanish. She

Bullhead City.Minn., resident Pattie Brown
is planning a June 28 wedding to fiance Kirk
Pew of Farmington, Minn. Currently, Pattie
is employed as an elementary school teacher.

John Schultz is planning an August 1997
wedding to Tori Seurer of Menasha, Wis.

Elicia A. Brust writes, "Hello! Greetings

Heidi (Berg) and Troy ('96) Seppelt write,
"We now reside in Webster, Wis. Troy
works for Northwest Passage, a treatment
center for troubled boys. Heidi continues to
work at W ashbum County Department of
Social Services as a family based specialist.
We look forward to a long warm summer in
the north woods!

and salutations to y'all . My post college life
is just as busy and full as college. I am
serving at Normandale Hylands United
Methodist Church in Bloomington, Minn.,
as youth director and am loving it. I am a
new home owner. My sister and I just
bought a home in Crystal, Minn. I think I'm
a grown-up now. Yikes! God Bless!"

married in 1995 and has a new puppy named
Gizmo.

John is a teacher at St. Joseph Public Schools
in St. Joseph, Mich.

Kari (Wells) Streit of Lino Lakes, Minn.,
White Bear Lake, Minn., couple Judy
(Schreifels) ('95) and Scott Carlson were
married September 13, 1996, during an outdoor ceremony at the Pirates Cove in Sauk
Rapids. Judy is employed as the front office

recently married. She is the wo~k coordinator at First Trust National Association.

Anne (Hudec) and David Voight live in St.
Paul. Anne is a consultant with West Pub-

Stephanie Dressler shares, "I am a firstyear physician-assistant student at Midwestern University in Downers Grove, Ill ., pursuing a master of medical science degree."

Gina Hammer is living and working in
Little Falls, Minn. She teaches sixth, seventh, and eighth grade music discovery at
the Little Falls Middle School.

Kathy Hanvik was recently hired as account coordinator/public relations coordinator for Creative Communications Consultants, Inc., a full-service advertising and
public relations agency, specializing in hightechnology and industrial marketing. communications.
Eric Harper works at Farmers and Merchants State Bank in Clarkfield, Minn. During the last election he was the campaign
manager for Marty Seifert.

CATCHING UP continued on page 15

<!Corneritone
A Look Back at Historical Highlights of Ul\11\1
members of WCSA . I do not know the date or
exact year. "
An excerpt from The Moccasin
1963, A History of The West Central School
of Agriculture:

MULTI-FACETED MILLER Miller Field today." .. homeof spring football practice,

The second year ofschool opened
on October 1, 1911. In anticipation of an
increased enrollment there had been several
additions to the staff, including P.E. Miller
in Agronomy and Station Work...
.._.In the early days P.E. Miller
was not only the Agronomist and Farm
Manager but achieved considerable distinction as debate coach. ..
... P.E. Miller was chosen Acting

Superintendent to replace Mr. (E.C.)Higbie
(superintendent 1910-1919), effectiveApril
1, 1917, and in August of that year became
.the second superintendent of West Central...
... In the spring of 1929 money
was allotted for the construction of a new
gymnasium. At the student reunion program, June 20, 1929, Superintendent P.E.
Miller announced that construction would
begin on the building early in the spring of
1930.

intramural athletic programs, ecology experiments and the annual CNIA Pow-wow.

How did ''Miller Field'' (the field located behind the
Minority Resource Center) get its name?
Thanks to Werner P. Goerke,
West Central School of Agriculture class of
1955, who submitted this reply:
"Miller Field was dedicated to
the memory ofthe second superintendent in
CATCHING UP continued from page 14

Janet (Carver) and Kevin Lahr own a farm
near Sauk Centre, Minn. Janet works at
General Mills in Golden Valley as a medical
health claims examiner.

Fridley, Minn . resident Twila (Smith)
Moncada married her husband Jim in September 1996. She is employed at Diversified Pharmaceutical Services.
Alyssa Ostmoe and Jason Klein were married on March IS, 1997. She is a graduate
student at St. Cloud State. Kevin is employed by Miller Chevrolet in Rogers, Minn.
Rebecca Remer writes, "I graduated from
U of M, Duluth in May 1996 with a degree
in Early Childhood and Parent Education. I
am a preschool teacher at Sunrise Child Care
Center in Coon Rapids, Minn. "Hi" to
everyone form Indy 3A and Gay 2-3!"
Diane Rosenwald was involved in the creation of a new low-fat product called Hazaas.
She lives in Shoreview, Minn.
Suzette St. Peter plans to marry Kent Dahlen
on August 9, 1997. In June, she will graduate from the College of Pharmacy at the
University of Minnesota. Kent graduated
with a mechanical engineering degree in
March 1996. He works for Alliant Technical Systems.

SUNGUR continued from page I

understand their connections to a wider
world. (Sungur) is rich in ideas, but so
are other people. What continues to astonish me is how quickly he transforms
the m into action - that is a rare quality ."
This is not the first time that
Sungur has received recognition of such
proportion . In 1996, he was one of five
professors nationwide to receive the N ational Learn and Serve Faculty Scholar
Award from the National Office of C ampus Compact. With a grant received
from the Corporation for Nation a l
Service 's Learn and Serve America:
Higher Education program, Sungur developed a mathematics course in which
students addressed issued related to climate, weather patterns and river characteristics of west central Minnesota. This
was one of three service learning courses
offered by the UMM mathematics discipline during this academic year, and
was part ofUMM ' s collaborative initiative with the city of Morris.

the history of WCSA , superintendent P.E.
Miller. P.E. Miller served as superintendent
ofWCSA during 1917-1938.
The dedication took place during
the early 1950s as a project by the key club
Jason Schmit is in his third year of dental
school in Iowa City, Iowa. He recently got
back from Orlando, where he presented research at the International Dental Research
Conference.

Shawn is a real estate property appraiser. I
am employed in the pathology department
of the Douglas County Hospital. "

Jami (Pagnac) and Matthew Schumacher
live in Grand Forks, N.D. Matthew is a
computer analyst at United Hospital, and
Jami is a public information assistant at the
University of North Dakota Alumni Association.

Michelle (Fick) Anderson was married to
Michael Anderson on August 24, 1996. She
is a human services technician for Mankato
Rehabili tation Center. The couple lives in
Mankato, Minn.

As of December 1996, Joe Seykora accepted a position as a percussionist with the
United States Marine Corps. By November,
he will be stationed in Quantico, Vir. after
boot camp in San Diego this summer. For
the past two years, Joe has been the 7-12
band director in Laurens, Iowa.
Julie Seyfried is a band and choir director in
the Chokio-Alberta school district.
Kari Stewart teaches kindergarten in Osakis,
Minn.
David Swanson is attending a seminary in
Costa Rica.
Lori (Hauer) Thorson writes, "I married
Shawn Thorson on September 28, 1996, and
completed a degree in clinical laboratory
science at the U ofM Medical School in Dec.
We are living in Alexandria, Minn., where

In addition, Sungur, along with
Minority Student Program director William Stewart, is an annual presenter at
the UMM Mathematics Summer Institute for Secondary School Teachers.
"We are · always saying that
UMM 's involvement with the community is important," said Sungur, of the
Institute. "Thi s is an excellent opportunity for us."
"Professor Sungur is a dynamic
and innovative educator whose tremendous contributions to undergrad uate
education at UMM make him very deserving of this award," said Michael
Korth, chair of the Division of Science
and Mathematics . ""He is a highly
skilled teacher who brings a deep concern for students to every class, to every
mentoring opportunity, and to every
conversation."
Sungur, along with other University of Minnesota recipients of the
award, was honored at the 32nd annual
awards presentation in the Twin Cities.

CLASS OF '96

Larissa Anderson and Erik Mottl are engaged to be married on June 14, 1997. Larissa
is working on a master's degree in botany at
Iowa State University in Ames, Iowa.
Michael Klemm and Amy Arndt are planning a May 17, 1997 wedding.
Mary Berscheit teaches kindergarten at
Marlboro Elementary School in Killeen, Tex.
Jamie Bruhn writes, "I graduated with a
bachelor's degree in criminal justice last
August from UW-Eau Claire. I spent the
summer of 1996 with the investigative unit
of the Duluth Police Department and now
work with the Golden Valley Police Department." Jamie lives in Maple Grove, Minn.
Chuck Binsfield is a chemist at Porus Media in White Bear Lake, Minn. He wed Elise
Rens on July 20, 1996.
Brendan Bogart is a wrestling coach and
sixth grade communication skills teacher at
the Watertown-Mayer Middle School.
Bridget (Kimmes) and Eric Crabtree were
married in September 1996. Bridget is working for Cellular One as a collections agent,
and Eric is employed at Minnesota Conservation Coops. He will start medical school
at UMD in September 1997.

1999. I see tons of people who went to
Morris here in Minneapolis !"
Bemidji, Minn., resident Richard McLain
works at the Red Lake High School Alternative Leaming Center. He is still in the
National Guard but plans to transfer to the
Minnesota Army Guard soon.
Glenwood, Minn., resident Tara Montzka
is engaged to Darren Engelbrecht, a resident
of Alexandria, Minn. Tara is a substitute
teacher for area schools. The couple will
reside near Alexandria.
Seth Pederson of Colorado Springs, Colo.,
is on the U.S.A. Table Tennis/U .S. Olympic
Committee.
Amy Rahn teaches sixth grade at Casa
Grande Elementary School in Casa Grande,
Ariz. She and Brad Kelzer ('97) plan an
August wedding.
Stephanie (Muller) Slagter recently married Adam. She teaches I Ith and 12th grade
advanced algebra at the Renville High School
and 8th grade algebra at the Danube Campus. The Slagter couple bought a house in
Blomkest, Minn.
Jennifer Swick writes, "I am attending
Lutheran Seminary in St. Paul. I'm pursuing
a master' s in theology and doctrine while
working as a part-time youth director and at ·
Bible camps (Okoboji in Iowa and Luther
Park in Wis.) during the summer."
Aaron VanOort and Tracy Klawi tter will
soon celebrate their first wedding anniversary. The Chicago couple was married on
May 18, 1996. He is a student atthe University of Chicago Law School.

Shenandoah Ellis is in the United States Air
Force. She has a 14 month-old son and one
on the way . The Ellis family lives in
Sayetteville, N.C.
Jerry Hall is working at 3M. He and wife of
one year, Andrea, live in Maplewood, Minn.
Trevor Harting is a student in the physical
therapy program at the College of St.
Scholastica in Duluth.
Melissa Hirnley writes, "Just glad I finally
got my diploma, I was beginning to fear
there had been some mistake."
Heather Lindeman writes, "After completing my pre-pharmacy (at Morris) requirements, I was accepted into the U of MN
College of Pharmacy, and I am pursuing a
PharmD degree. I expect to graduate in

FACULTY/STAFF continued from page 11

live secretary position in the Humanities
Division office, a position formerly held by
Bea Nelson, who has retired.
Diane Kill has been hired as an office assistant in the Registrar's Office.
Shaheen Haji is working in the circulation
department of the Rodney Briggs Library
until June 30.
Jack Peterson, longtime grounds worker in
Plant Services, died April i9, following a
short battle with cancer.
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THE STUFF DREAMS ARE
MADE OF The Third Annual
Mid Winter Night' s Dream
Alumni Gathering was held February 20 at Summit Manor Reception House. UMM alumni,
faculty and friends listen attentively to Becky Amble, president of Future Focus, as she
shares "How to Overcome the
Barriers of Networki ng."

1lt

MORRIS.

You can access University
of Minnesota, Morris information
on the Internet. The UMM homepage
is located at:
<http://www.mrs.umn.edu>
Visit the UMM website to read:
•The University Register
•The Weekly Bulletin
•The UMM Class Bulletin and
Class schedule and ...

Coming soon to an Internet
near you...
Profile on the Web!

Calendar- of Events

-1---------------------------------·-----I

June 13
(Friday)

At the University of Minnesota, Morris and Elsewhere

Honors Recital
HFA Recital Hall .. l p.m.

July 12

UMM Open House for Alumni and Friends
Oyate Hall .. 2-5 p.m.

Commencement Ceremony
Campus Mall (Rainsite: Oyate Hall)..4 p.m.
Chancellor's Commencement Reception
following Commencement, Oyate Hall

July 14-15

Summer Registration II

July 18-19-20

West Central School of Agriculture Reunion

July 21-August 22

Summer Session II

August 16
(Saturday)

sUMMerFest 3! Alumni Annual Pi,:nic
Tim ('78) and Deb Peterson, hosts
Rural Litchfield, Minn... ! to 7 p.m.

August 17-September 13

Gateway Program

June 16-July 18

Summer Session I

June 16-27

Creative Study Ins1titute

June 18

Summer Registration I

June 19

All-MSP Alumni Reunion
Dixie's Bar and Smokehouse Grill
St. Paul, Minn.
5:30-7:30 p.m.

September 20

Alumni Association Retreat

September 20-22

Freshmen Orientation

July 6-18

Summer Scholars

September 21

Alumni Freshmen Move-In Volunti
UMMCampus

July 11-12-13

Morris All-School ]Reunion
Prairie Pioneer Days (City of Morris)

October 17-19
(Friday-Sunday)

UMM Homecoming Weekend
Alumni Annual Career Fair
Alumni Association Board Meeting
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Read and then please Recycle:
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The University of Minnesota, Morris is an equal opportunity employer and educator.

